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CHAPTER

1

ULTRASTRUCTURAL HISTOPATHOLOGY OF CABBAGE LEAVES INFECTED
~ITH XANTHOMONAS CAMPESTRIS

*)

INTRODUCTION
Although electron microscopic techniques have been used to study
host-parasite relationships in some bacterial diseases of plants
(27, 30, 75) the author is unaware of any report, other than the
preliminary work of Buddenhagen and Takata (11), on the ultrastructure
of host-parasite interactions involving vascular bacterial pathogens.
At-the light microscope level black rot disease of cabbage and other
cruciferous plants, caused by the vascular bacterial parasite
Xanthomonas campestris (Pammel) Dows., has been extensively
investigated (14, 22, 77, 97, 105, 112, 113, 120).

It was generally

thought that the characteristic vessel plugging associated with this
disease is due primarily to masses of bacterial cells, their extracellular polysaccharides, and wound gums and tyloses formed by the
host in response to infection.

The results of an in vitro

investigation (121) indicated that bacterial extracellular polysaccharides constitute the major plugging material.
The present study reports the results of an ultrastructural
examination of black rot infected cabbage leaves and attempts to
elucidate the origin and nature of the plugging materials.

*)

An article based on part · of . this chapter has appeared in
Physiological Plant Patholoay c3, 371 - 378.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cabbage (Brassica oleracea var. ·capitata L. "Surehead") and
cauliflower (B. oleracea var. botrytis L. "Southern Cross") seedling~
were grown in the greenhouse and inoculated with X. campestris when
the first leaves were approximately 3 cm across.

Eleven isolates

of the pathogen, obtained from naturally infected cabbage and
cauliflower plants growing in various parts of Natal, were used as
inoculum.

All the cultures were isolated and maintained on YDC

medium (16).
Cultures were grown for 24 h at 28 0C and then stored at 4 DC until
required.

Regular microscopic examination of Gram-stained prepara-

tions was conducted to check the purity of the cultures.

When

inoculum was required, subcultures were grown on YDC for 24 h at 28 °C,
the cells harvested, suspended in sterile distilled water and centrifuged
at 6000 g for 10 min.

The pellets were washed twice, resuspended in

sterile distilled water and the suspension adjusted photometr.ically
to 10 6 cells/mI.
Two methods of inoculation were tested.

Tn the first,O,l-ml

aliquots of bacterial suspension were introduced into guttation drops
at the margins of young cabbage seedling leaves.

The second method

entailed applying the inoculum to wounds made in pre-selected tertiary
veins of cabbage leaves surface-sterilized with a 1:10 sodium
hypochlorite solution.

Wounding was effected by drawing a burred

dissecting needle across the veins in such a way that only slight
damage to the tissue occurred.

As controls, cabbage seedlings of

comparable size were similarly inoculated with sterile distilled water.
After inoculation seedlings were kept for 2 h at 100% RH and then for
8 h at approximately 75% RH.

The seedlings were then transferred to

the greenhouse and grown under continuous supplementary light (2500
to 2900 Ix) at 25 + 2 oC.
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When vein blackening, the first visible symptom of disease, was
observed, the infected and control leaves were removed and placed in
6% glutaraldehyde.

Veinlet pieces approximately 0,5 cm in length

were then excised from blackened and from control veinlets with the
point of inoculation occupying a central position.

Subsequently

each was cut through the point of inoculation into two approximately
equal portions in order to investigate bacterial spread along the vein
in both directions.
These pieces were vacuum infiltrated with 6% glutaraldehyde in 0,05
M-sodium cacodylate, pH 7,2-7,4, for 6 h at 22 °C.

After three 30-

min washes in 0,05 M-sodium cacodylate buffer the material was
postfixed for 4 h in

2%

osmium tetroxide in 0,05 M-sodium cacodylate.

Following two 3D-min washes in ,0,05 M-sodium cacodylate buffer the
tissue was dehydrated in a cold ethanol series, passed through epoxypropane and embedded in Ladd's Araldite.

Longitudinal and transverse

sections were cut with glass knives on a Porter-Blum MT-l ultramicrotome, stained with uranyl acetate (50 min) and Reynolds' (95)
lead citrate (15 to 20 min) and e~amined in a Hitachi HU-llE electron
microscope.

Unless otherwise stated this procedure was followed in

all subsequent preparations for electron microscopy.
Since the presence of bacterial extracellular slime, and released
vessel-wall components or their breakdown products, could be
anticipated in, infected xylem vessels, these substances were examined
,in the electron microscope.

Three methods were used to investigate

the ultrastructure of bacterial extracellular material:(i)

Cultures of X. campestris were grown on YDC + ~

glucose for 36 h at 2B oC, harvested, suspended in sterile
distilled water, centrifuged at 42 500 g for 1 h and the
resultant pellet prepared for electron microscopy.
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(ii)

75-guttation fluid from young cabbage plants was placed

in a 200 ml Erlenmeyer flask and inoculated with 5-ml of a
light suspension of 18 h VDC-grown X. campestris cells in
guttation fluid.
250 rev/min.

The culture was shaker incubated at 28 oC at

A sample was removed each day over a period of

15 days and its draining time measured in an Ostwald viscometer.
All measure-

A 20% sucrose solution was used for comparison.
ments were made at 25 °C.

The

vis~osity

of the inoculated

guttation fluid at the times of sampling was calculated by means
of the relationship:
of the culture medium;

~l

= tl

x

~2'

where

is the viscosity

t2
tl the mean draining time for 5 replicate

runs of the bacterial suspension;

t2 the mean draining time for

5 replicate runs of the sucrose solution;
viscosity

~

and

~

the known

(1, 7040 centipoise) of a 20% sucrose solution at 25 °C.

After the 5 replicate draining times were measured for each sample
it was stored at 4 0C.

Subsequently the sample with the highest

viscosity was centrifuged at 60 000 g in a Beckman Model L2-65B
ultracentrifuge.

The supernatant was carefully decanted and the

pellet prepared for electron microscopy.

The supernatant was

then centrifuged at 100 000 g and the small pellet obtained
prepared for electrmn microscopy.
(iii)

Drops of natural guttation fluid lightly inoculated with

X. campestris, in a manner similar to that described under (ii)
above, were placed on 3 collodion-coated specimen grids and
incubated at 28 °c for 24, 48 and 96 h respectively.

Thereafter

the excess fluid was drawn off, the grids negatively stained with

2%

uranyl acetate for 2 min, washed gently, and allowed to dry.

The dry grids were examined in the electron microscope.
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The cell wall components investigated were lignin, pectin, and
delignified holocellulose, all isolated

fro~

leaf-veins of healthy

cabbage plants comparable in size and grown under conditions identical
to those infected with

x.

campestris.

To .retain, as far as possible,

the natural state of these substances no attempt was made to isolate
them in pure form.

Lignin was prepared from tertiary leaf veins by

extraction with cold 72% H S0 followed by repeated washing with
2 4
sterile distilled water.

The pectinic and cellulosic fractions were

prepared according to the method used by Jermyn and Isherwood (55).
To investigate the possible contribution of vessel wall breakdown
products to vessel plugging, the lignic, pectinic and cellulosic
materials were suspended separately in filter-sterilized guttation fluid.
In addition commercial carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) LType 7HOF,
obtained from Hercules Inc., Wilmington,
suspended.

Delawar~,

was similarly

Drops of these suspensions were placed separately on each

of 3 collodion-coated specimen grids and inoculated with a light
suspension of YDC-grown X. campestris cells in guttation fluid.

A

single grid of each substance was placed in each of 3 sterile
moistened Petri dishes which were then incubated at 28 0C for 24, 48
and 96 h respectively.

After incubation the grids were prepared for

electron microscopy as described under (iii) above.

RESULTS
Hydathode inoculations were not successfui and ' lesion development did not occur unless the leaves were wounded during the
inoculation procedure.

Direct ve i nlet inoculations were generally

effective and resulted in the typical disease symptoms of vein
blackening, followed by a progressive chlorosis and desiccation of
interveinal areas delimited by the blackened veins.

None of the

isolates of X. campestris tested produced any cytological

differ~nces
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in host response following inoculation.
were so similar in their response

~o

Since cabbage and cauliflower

infection only cabbage seedlings

were used in the ultrastructural investigation.
The bacteria spread in both directions through the xylem vessels
from the point of inoculation.

During the initial stages of infection

the pathogen is confined to the xylem vessels LPlates lea) and

1/.

The bacteria are unevenly distributed among the vessels and also
within individual vessels, and are generally orientated with their
long axes parallel to the long axes of the vessels LPlate l(al/.
Bacteria aggregate in the interspiral regions where they possibly
multiply, and it is in these areas that the first indications of
vessel wall degradation appear LPlates lea), l(b) and

i/.

Eventually

complete dissolution of primary wall material is effected between
adjacent vessels and bacteria pass through the resultant openings
LPlates lea) and l(bl/.
In the outermost vessels of the bundle, adjacent to the surrounding
parenchyma, the bacteria also aggregate between the spiral thickenings
(Plate 2).

In these vessels primary wall breakdown appears to be

initially restricted.

However, continued aggregation of bacteria, and

associated partial wall

dissol~tion,

eventually causes the weakened

wall to protrude into the lumen of the adjoining parenchyma cell.
Where it bounds these protrusions the wall is considerably thinner than
where it subtends the spiral attachment.
The cytoplasmic contents of parenchyma cells adjacent to infected
vessels degenerate;

the protoplasm becomes electron-opaque and with-

draws from the cell wall LPlates lea) and
condition was not established;

1/.

The cause of this

it is, however, certainly due to

infection and does not result from any preparative procedure, since
it was not observed in healthy material (Plates 4 and 5).
Within invaded vessels electron-opaque granules, of various shapes
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and sizes, are embedded in a fibrillar substance (Plates 3 and 6).
An interesting, and possibly significant, observation is that larger
amounts of what appears to be capsular material surrounds those bacteria
in close proximity to the vessel walls than surrounds those occupying
a more central position in the lumina of the vessels.

This phenomenon

is particularly evident in vessels adjoining parenchyma cells
(Plate 2).
Constitutive enzymes, that hydrolyze the primary walls of
tracheary elements but appear to have little effect on lignified
secondary walls, have been reported in healthy oat coleoptiles (85).
In the present study a similar phenomenon was observed in the xylem
vessels of healthy cabbage seedling leaves (Plates 4 and 5).

Enzyme

activity on the primary wall is restricted or retarded at the point
of spiral attachment and the LLgnified spiral remains attached, even
when an advanced stage of interspiral primary wall breakdown is
reached (Plates 4 and 5).

This indicates possible structural or

compositional specialization of the primary wall at the point of
attachment.

There is almost complete

dis~olution

of primary walls

between some contiguous vessels (Plate 4) but where a vessel element
and parenchyma cell abut breakdown is limited to the vessel wall
(Plates 4 and 5).
By contrast X. campestris-infected vessels, in addition to showing
natural wall dissolution also show, at an early stage, breakdown of the
· electron-transparent primary wall layer where spiral thickening and
primary wall connect (Plates 3 and 6).

This is probably due to a

combination of bacterial enzyme action and mechanical pressure,
exerted by the increasing mass of bacterial cells, in the spaces
between spiral attachments and eventually results in separation of the
spiral thickening from the primary wall (Plate 6).

Observations

based on many hundreds of sections indicate that vessel walls in healthy
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tertiary veinlets, in spite of extensive dissolution due to natural
hydrolysis, retain their contours with little indication of rupturing
(Plates 4 and 5).

On the other hand the primary walls of vessels

undergoing bacterial enzymolysis, although retaining initially a
certain degree of structural integrity, eventually show severe
disruption (Plates 3 and 6).

Separation of the spiral thickening and

primary wall in infected vessels is accompanied by a "shredding" of
the exposed layers of the primary wall with resultant release of
fibrillar material, into the lumina of the vessels (Plates 3 and 6).
This substance, which is seen stretched between the separating spiral
and primary wall in .Plate 6, has a beaded fine structure (Plate 6,
inset).

Shredding or loosening of primary wall material occurs also

in the interspiral regions, resulting in swelling and release of
additional masses of fibrillar material (Plates 3 and 6).

Similar

fibrils are seen surrounding the bacteria within the lumina of
invaded xylem vessels (Plate 2, inset, and Plate 3).

The density of

this material is positively correlated with the concentration of
bacteria in the vessels L?late l(al/.
As the bacteria spread and multiply in the xylem elements a
substance with a reticulate structure accumulates and eventually
partially or completely occludes the vessels LPlates 7(a), 7(b), 8
and

2/.

Surprisingly it is those vessels in which the parasite is

not seen that are completely plugged LPlates 7(a) and

2/,

whereas

those containing bacteria are only partly occluded LPlates 7(a) and~.
Neither the bacterial extracellular material produced on YDC
medium LMethod

(ill nor the cellular and extracellular fractions

isolated from natural guttation fluid LMethod (iil/ at the time of

maximum viscosity (Plates 10 and 11), showed any ultrastructural
resemblance to either type of plugging material observed in the xylem
vessels of infected cabbage leaves LPlates l2(a) and 12(b17.
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Likewise the bacterial extracellular material observed in natural
guttation fluid incubated on grids

Method (iii) LPlate 12(cl!

showed no ultrastructural similarity to either type of vessel
plugging material LPlates 12(a) and 12(bl!.
Interesting results were obtained in the experiments conducted
with amended guttation fluid.

The lignin-amended guttation fluid

contained small amounts of material LPlate 12(d) - arrowi7 which in
structure very closely resembles the beaded fibrillar plug9in9
material LPlate 12(a) - arrow~.

The pectin appears to have gelled

to some extent LPlate l2(el! but nevertheless shows some ultrastructural similarity to the plugging material seen in Plate l2(b),
insofar as both display a reticulate-type structure.

This structural

feature was also observed in the CMC-amended guttation fluid Lplate

12(fl!;

however, the reticulations were not as well defined.

Many very thin othread-like structures LPlate l2(g) - arrowi7,
interspersed with aggregations of some unidentified amorphous material
LPlate l2(g) - double-headed arrow~, were observed in the inoculated
cellulose-amended guttation fluid following bacterial growth.

These

threads are much finer than the individual threads that constitute the
beaded fibrillar material seen in plugged vessels LPlate

l2(al!

but their dimensions correspond to some of the thread-like structures
observed in the reticulate-type plugging material LPlate l2(b) - arrow~.

DISCUSSION
The observed bidirectional spread of X. campestris cells in the
xylem vessels from the point of inoculation and their initial
restriction to the xylem elements are typical of many diseases caused
by vascular bacterial pathogens (83), and has previously been reported
in the black rot disease of crucifers (77, 105, 120).

Likewise the

observed dissolution of primary wall material between spiral

°
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PLATE I. (a) Montage of longitudinal section through infected vascular bundle showing
uneven distribution of bacteria (B) within and between vessels, XV. Note bacteria-free xylem
parenchyma (XP) containing degenerating cytoplasm, DC. (x 2650.) (b) Detail of area in (a)
showing spiral thickenings, ST; degraded primary wall and bacterial passage between contiguous
vessels (arrows). (x 6000.)

,
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PLATE 2. Bacteria aggregating in interspiral regions in outer vessel of bundle. Primary wall
(PW) breakdown is restricted and protuberances (P) form between the spiral thickenings (ST)
and bulge into xylem parenchyma cell (XP) which contains disrupted cytoplasm, DC. Large
amounts of capsular material (CM) surround bacteria in close proximity to the vessel wall. Note
fibrillar material (FM) amongst bacteria. (x 8400.) Inset. Part of bacterial capsule (C) and
detail of fibrillar material (FM) showing qeaded fine structure. (x 183000.)

PLATE 3. Electron-opaque granules (arrows) embedded in a matrix of released fibrillar
material (FM) both arising from bacterial action on the primary wall (PW) which has begun
to swell and shred (broken arrow). The middle lamella (ML) is discontinuous. (x 20 500.)
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PLATE 4. Healthy tissue showing natural hydrolysis (arrows) of primary wall of vessels, XV.
Surrounding xylem parenchyma (XP) appear normal. (x 5000.)

PLATE 5. Healthy tissue showing electron-opaque granules (arrows) arising from natural
enzyme action on the primary wall (PW). At point where spiral thickening (ST) and primary
wall attach (TL) the vessel primary wall is not degraded. On parenchyma side of middle lamella
(ML) the primary wall remains intact. (x 58 500.)
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PLATE 6. Late stage in separation of primary wall and spiral thickening (ST) in infected tissue.
Note degradation of primary wall at point of attachment (TL) and shredding of exposed primary
wall layers (broken arrows) with concomitant release of masses of fibrillar material (FM) and
granules (arrows). (x 60 000.) Inset. Detail of boxed area showing granules and beaded fine
structure of fibrillar material (x 185 000.)
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PLATE 7. (a) Infected tissue showing bacteria-containing and apparently bacteria-free vessels
completely or partially occluded with reticulate plugging material (PM). Primary wall (PW)
degradation and disruption of cytoplasm have occurred in vessels and xylem parenchyma (XP)
respectively. (x 5000.) (b) Detail of boxed area indicated in Plate 7(a) showing advanced
stage of primary wall (PW) dissolution. Note presence of granules (arrows) and continuity
between plugging material (PM) and primary wall (PW) residue. (x 35000.)
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PLATE 8. Plugging material (PM) in invaded vessel. Bacterial action on the electrontransparent layer of this material (solid arrows) causes detachment of plug from vessel wall
with resultant contraction (broken arrow) of the plugging material. Primary wall has begun to
disintegrate. (x 16 800.)

PLATE 9. Plugging material (PM) with electron-transparent outer layer (arrows) intact,
completely occluding a bacterium-free vessel. Degradation of middle lamella (ML), and primary
wall (PW) of the contiguous vessel is well advanced. (x 15 250.)
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PLATE 10. Negatively stained whole bacterial cells (arrows), large cell fragments (double arrows) and extracellular material obtained from
X. campestrls-tnoculated guttatlon fluid by ultracentrlfugatlon at 60 000 g (x 62 500.)

PLATE 11. Negatively stained small cell fragments (arrows) and bacterial cellular and extracellular material fractionated from X. campestrisInoculated guttatlon fluid by ultracentrtlugatton at 100 000 g (x 163 200.)
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PLATE 12. Comparison of beaded fibrillar (a) (x 148 500) and reticulate (b) (x 24 600) plugging material In X. campestrlo-Invaded xylem
vessels, and the materials present after growth of the pathogen in guttation fluid, e1 ther unamended (0) or amended with Ugnin (d), pectin (e) .
CMC (f), and ceUulose (g). Electronmlcrographs 12 (c) to 12 (g) aU of negatively stained material, (x 148 500). SImilar type arrows indicate
aub8tances with 8imilar structural features.
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thickening of adjacent vessels, and passage of bacteria

between

vessels LPlate l(b17, support the results obtained by Pine, Grogan and
Hewitt (91) in light microscopic studies on tomatoes infected with
Corynebacterium michiqanense.

Protuberances formed by the bulging

of the wall of the outermost vessels of bundles into the lumina of
surrounding parenchyma cells have also been observed by Nelson and
Dickey (82) in light microscopic studies on carnations infected with
These authors reported that eventual

Pseudomonas caryophylli.

rupture of the protuberances allows bacteria to enter the parenchyma
tissue.

Although not observed, a similar process may be operative

in cabbage black rot.

Thus, although belonging to various genera,

many of the vascular bacterial pathogens appear to be very similar in
their invasion of, and pathogenicity in, their respective host plants.
The finding that hydathode inoculations were unsuccessful unless
accompanied by wounding supports the observation of Sutton and Williams

(120).

Klement (63) has shown that Pseudomonas tabaci, a leaf-spot

bacterium, multiplies rapidly in intercellular fluid extracted from
tobacco.

Preliminary experiments in the present investigation showed

that although X. campestris remained viable in natural guttation fluid
collected from large mature healthy cabbage plants, multiplication was
limited.

The inoculum used in these experiments was obtained from a

culture which had been growing for several weeks on YDC medium.

In

subsequent experiments guttation fluid from much younger plants growing
in a different field, was found, to support rapid multiplication of the
bacterium when a culture newly isolated from infected cabbage was
used as inoculum.

These conflicting results are possibly due to

differences in either the aQe of the cultures used or to the nature of
the guttation fluid tested.

It has been reported that the chemical

composition of the soil in which the plants are grown may influence
the ability of their guttation fluid to ' support growth of X. campestris
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(129), and that the solutes in guttation fluid may vary from day to
day (17).
According to Husain

and Kelman (53) vascular parasites acquire

nutrients, in part, from the cell walls of invaded conducting tissue;.
initially, however, tissue degradation may be so limited as to escape
detection by light microscopy.

In the present

was observed at an early stage of infection.

~tudy

tissue breakdown

In order to utilize

cell wall materials for metabolic purposes the parasite must produce
pectinolytic, cellulolytic, hemicellulolytic or ligninolytic enzymes.

x.

campestris is known to produce considerable amounts of polygalact-

uronase and

pectinmethylester~se

(33, 34, 108) and polygalacturonic

acid transeliminase (81) in liquid culture.

The production of

protopectinase has been reported as a variable attribute of this
organism (24), and cellulase activity has been demonstrated both
in vitro (34, 64, 65) and in vivo (33).

In the latter paper evidence

was provided of C cellulolytic enzyme activity which caused a marked
l
decrease in total cellulose in diseased cauliflower leaf tissue.
was also possible to distinguish decreases in
concomitant increase in

p-

and

~cellulose

~

It

-cellulose and a

in such tissue.

The

parasite thus is potentially well equipped to degrade plant cell
walls.

The pH optima for many of these enzymes correspond to the pH

7,05 of the cabbage guttation fluid used in the present study.
The larger amounts of capsular material seen surrounding bacteria
in close contact with vessel walls (Plate 2) may indicate a higher
metabolic activity of those organisms in close proximity to sources
of metabolizable substances of may result from the effects of 'laminar
flow.
The chemical nature of the irregularly shaped electron-opaque
granules observed scattered in the lumina of invaded vessels (Plates
3 and 6) is uncertain.

It appears that these substances are released
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following bacterial enzyme action on the primary wall of invaded
vessels.

Since similar granules are seen in electronmicrographs

of lignin chemically isolated from healthy cabbage leaf-veins it may
be assumed that the granules constitute a lignic component of the
vessel wall.

They are to be seen also within vessel walls dissolving

as a result of the action of constitutive hydrolytic enzymes in both
healthy (Plates 4 and 5) and diseased LPlate 7(a27 leaf-veins.

It

seems, therefore, that in the cellulosic residue of naturally .
hydrolysed ~alls described by O'Brien and Thimann (85) a granula~
lignic component is retained.
One of the most contentious issues in vascular phytobacteriological
histopathology concerns the origin and composition of the plugging
materials found in the vessel elements of infected plants.

Various

theories, based on the results of histochemical tests and on light
microscopy of stained sections, have been advanced to explain the
nature of this material.

Strong evidence for the involvement of

extracellular bacterial polysaccharides in the plugging of vessels
has been presented (51, 120, 121).

Sutton and Williams (120; 121)

suggest that extracellular polysaccharides produced by X. campestris,
together with the bacteria themselves, are the primary cause of xylem
plugging, but state that pectic substances of the host may also be
present.

'Roth (97), however, concluded that host-formed substances

(wound gums) or host degradation products, such as pectins and lignin,
constitute the major part of the plugging material.
In the present study the evidence indicates two types of material
that may be involved in plugging.

These are the fibrillar beaded

material found both associated with vessel walls undergoing bacterial
degradation (Plate 6) and surrounding bacteria within some invaded
vessels (Plate 2, inset), and the reticulate plugging material seen
in Plates 7 to 9.
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There was no ultrastructural sim"ilarity between the extracellular
substances observed in Plates 10 and 11 and the plugging materials
which occur in the xylem vessels of X. campestris infected cabbage
leaves.

However, it is likely that concentration by centrifugationf.

fixation in glutaraldehyde, dehydration in alcohol, and embedding
of the treated material in plastic would drastically alter the general
form of the material and also the ultrastructure of the individual
components.

Since the experiment conducted on collodion coated

grids, which was designed to reduce artifacts to a minimum, also
showed that there was little ultrastructural similarity between the
materials observed in the inoculated natural guttation fluid LPlate
12(c17 and either type of vessel plugging material LPlates 12(a) and
l2(b17, it was concluded that bacterial extracellular polysaccharides
are not major constituents of the plugs.

It is evident, however,

that in vivo a certain amount of bacterial extracellular material, and
the bacteria themselves (Plate 2), play some role in vessel plugging
in combination with the major plugging materials that arise as a
result of bacterial action on the vessel walls.
The fibrillar beaded material observed in Plates 3 and 6 is
apparently the result of bacterial enzyme action on primary walls, and
is seen only in invaded vessels.

Sutton and Williams (120) reported

a weakly staining material amongst

x.

vessels of cabbage.

campestris cells within occluded

This they interpreted as solubilized vessel wall

pectins interspersed within bacterial extracellular polysaccharide.
Wainwright and Nelson

(122), however, could detect no host wall

material other than lignin within bacterial pockets in Pelargonium spp.
infected with X. pelargonii.

Fibrillar material, bearing some

resemblance to that reported here, has been observed at the surfaces
of suspension-cultured plant cells and identified as lignofibrils (74).
This structural similarity, the apparent insolubility of the material
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and the findings of Wainwright and Nelson lead me to suggest that the
beaded fibrillar material observed may ,be some form of lignin.
Further, the close ultrastructural similarity between the material
remaining in the lignin-amended guttation fluid after bacterial growth
LPlate 12(d) - arrow§! and the beaded fibrillar material, observed in
invaded xylem vessels of cabbage leaf-veins LPl~te 12(a) - arrow§!, ,
indicates that this plugging material consists largely of nondegradable lignofibrils released during

bacteri~l

enzyme action on

vessel walls.
Material with a structure somewhat similar to that of the beaded
fibrillar material observed i,n plugged vessels Lihates '2 (inset), 6 and
12(al!, was produced by Huang, Huang and Goodman (47) by mixing lipids
isolated from thylakoid membranes of normal tobacco leaf tissue with
structural proteins prepared from leaf tissue 6 h after infiltration
with water.

However

the dimensions of the two materials do not

correspond.
It is significant that in contrast to the fibrillar beaded
material that occurs only in invaded vessels, the occluding plugs of
reticulate material are free of bacteria when still entire LPlates 7(a)
and

2/.

Sutton and Williams (120) possibly observed similar plugs

which they described as comprising a reticulate network of bacterial
acid mucopolysaccharide that stained deep purple with toluidine blue
and thionin.

They found that extracellular polysaccharide purified

from virulent X. campestris stained similarlytothe plugging material.
However, the fine structure and localization of the reticulate material
in the present study LPlates 7(a), 7(b), 8 and

i7

indicates that it is

primarily of host origin and that bacterial extracellular polysaccharide is not the major constituent.
The basically similar ultrastructural conformation of the materials
present in inoculated pectin- and CMC-amended guttation fluid and the
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reticulate-type plugging material is evident when Plates l2(e),
l2(f)

This, and the distinct ultra-

and '12( b) are compared.

structural resemblance of the thread-like structures, observed in the
inoculated cellulose amended guttation fluid LPlate l2(g) - arrowil,
to some of the finer threads in the reticulate plugging material
LPlate l2(a27, indicate that this type of plug is apparently composed
largely of a mixture of partially degraded pectic and cellulosic
material of host origin. .
Presumably such plugs arise either passively as material of host
and/or bacterial origin accumulates, or they may be actively formed by
the host in response to the presence of the parasite.

In the present

study the latter interpretation is supponted by the observations that
completely plugged bacterium-free vessels are in direct contact with
invaded vessels LPlates 7(a) and

21,

and that the plugs are generally

formed at sites where bacterial action on the primary wall and middle
lamella of contiguous vessels is well advanced (Plates 7 to 9).
Beckman (4) has suggested that vessel plugs may represent the end
result of a host-directed response in which pectinaceous gels'
released from cell walls react with other host materials and phenolic
compounds in the host.
Additional evidence for the host origin of the plugging material
is the apparent ability of the bacteria to degrade it partially,
particularly at the electron-transparent layer immediately adjacent
to the vessel wall (Plate 8).

This results in contraction and

compaction of the reticulate material LPlates 7(a) and ~ which then
appears more dense than that found in neighbouring bacterium-free
vessels LPlates 7( a) and

il.,

Once the bacteria have caused the initial

peripheral damage to the plugs their efficacy as defence mechanisms may
be reduced and natural mechanical distortion and disintegration may
follow as a result of fluid movement.
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The results of the present study indicate that various host
materials, bacterial extracellular polysaccharides, and the bacterial
cells themselves, are involved in the plugging of vessels in cabbage
plants infected with X. campestris.
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CHAPTER

2

HISTOPATHOLOGY OF TOMATO PLANTS INFECTED WITH PSEUDOMONAS
SoLANACEARUM WITH EMPHASIS ON ULTRASTRUCTURE

INTRODUCTION
Among bacterial phytopathogens some are primarily systemic
vascular parasites that generally produce wilts in plants, while others
occur mainly in parenchymatous tissue and may cause wilting indirectly
One of the most important and ubiquitous vascular bacterial

(10).

plant pathogens is Pseudomonas solanacearum E.F.S., the causal agent
of the disease known as southern bacterial wilt or Granville wilt.
In South Africa this disease is known as bacterial wilt

of tomato •

The incitant is particularly destructive in the warmer regions of the
world (57) and is unusual among phytopathogenic bacteria in its
extremely wide host range (110).
The true vascular pathogens are thought to cause wilting by
interfering with the water transport mechanisms of their hosts (10,
Several theories have been advanced to explain the

59, 111).

mechanism of wilting in plants invaded by P. solanacearum.

Firstly,

the pathogen produces a systemic toxin that disrupts the osmotic
system of tobacco leaves and thereby .causes the plant to wilt (54).
However,

t~e

inability of culture filtrates of the organism to cause

wilting of tomato or tobacco cuttings, led Van der Meer in 1929,
acco~ding

to Husain and Kelman (51), to doubt the validity of the

toxin theory, and tri suggest that gums and tyloses observed in the
vessels of infected plants, together with masses of bacterial cells,
were the primary ,causes of wilting.

On the other hand the toxin theory

was later supported by Kunz (67) who isolated, from broth cultures of
P. solanacearum, both a bacterial polypeptide complex, that mechanically
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occluded vessels of tomato plants and was thought to be converted to a
toxigenic substance by host enzyme action, and a plasma toxin that
caused wilting by affecting the semipermeability of the plasma membrane.
Another theory on the mechanism of wilting envisioned the partial or .
complete occlusion of xylem elements of infected tobacco and tomato
plants by masses of bacterial cells rather than

~y

gums and tyloses,

or the production of toxins (35).
Husain and Kelman (51), after conducting a comprehensive series
of experiments with three p. solanacearum strains of differing virulence,
concluded that the extracellular slime, produced in greatest amount
by the highly pathogenic strain and not at all by the nonpathogenic
strain, was the substance that caused wilting by mechanically blocking
the xylem vessels of tomato cuttings.

Similar conclusions had

previously been reached concerning the heteropolysaccharide exudate
from Xanthomonas phaseoli (71).

This substance caused a non-specific,

reversible wilt of bean, tomato and iunflower cuttings by mechanical
blocking of water movement rather than by a specific chemical poisoning.
Husain and Kelman (51) excluded the possibility of plasma toxins
as

the cause of wilting in P. solanacearum-infected plants and also

did not ascribe the

primary . caus.~ ': iJf·wiltingto . the

mechanica:l plugging

"'-J

of vessels by masses of bacterial cells alone.

They admitted, however,

that their conclusion, that the slime material observed in stained
preparations of bacterial exudates from diseased plants was the wilt
inducing factor in the xylem fluid, was based on indirect evidence.
Nevertheless, they claim that most of the criteria for a vivotoxin,
as defined by Dimond and Waggoner (20), are satisfied by the wilt inducing slime.

These proposals are supported by work which showed

that wilting in P. solanacearum-infected banana plants was due to
reduced water transport in the invaded conducting . tissue, caused by
plugging of the vessels with bacterial slime and cells (5).
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Smith (107) observed bacteria in the intercellular spaces and
dissolutiorr of middle lamellae in xylem parenchyma surrounding extensively disorganized vascular bundles, and suggested that rupture of
the vessels was caused by the development of dense masses of bacteria.
Considerable degradation of pectic material in the middle lamellae
of phloem parenchyma and pith, and occasional disruption of the
cortical tissue, have also been reported in P. solanacearum-infected
plants and in plants treated with culture filtrates of virulent
strains of this' organism (49, 50, 51).

Cellulose breakdown,

indicative of cellulolytic activity in this bacterium, was also
observed in parts of the diseased plants where lysigenous cavities
had formed (52).

The main role ascribed to the pectic and cellulolytic

enzymes of P. solanacearum is the degradation of host tissues to
facilitate spread (60)

and rapid lateral and longitudinal movement of

the pathogen (52) • .
The pectinolytic enzymes that P. solanacearum produces include
pectin methyl esterase (PME) and endo-polygalacturonase (PG) (40, 49,
52, 65) but not pectin transeliminase LKelman, unpublished data, cited
by Budden~agen and Kelman (1027.

In addition to pectic enzymes the

pathogen produces cellulase (cx) (49, 50, 52, 60, 65) and lipolytic
and proteolytic enzymes (38).

The organism appears, therefore, to

be well equipped to degrade plant tissues.

Although not the primary

agents involved in wilting these enzymes cause disorganisation of the
vascular tissue (49).

This tissue disruption may indirectly impede

water movement, thereby increasing the severity of wilting (52).
Buddenhagen and Kelman (10), in a review article written over a
decade ago, stated that most references to P. solanacearum referred
mainly to occurrence and control.

The reviewers suggested that since

the host-parasite relations in water-conducting tissue are unique the
following sequence of events in pathogenesis caused by P. solanacearum
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could profitably be investigated:

(i) the initial introduction into

a few xylem ' vessels of a relatively small number of bacterial cells,
(ii) localized multiplication of the bacteria in the vessels and
longitudinal spread of the pathogen without initial involvement of
xy~em

parenchyma or phloem cells,

(iii) the onset of systemic

invasion involving a large number of vessel elements, with resulting
impairment of water relations and wilting,

(iv) breakdown of vessel

walls and adjacent parenchyma cells with resulting lysigenous cavity
formation and invasion of phloem, pith and cortical tissue.
Apart from work on various chemical aspects of the critical
initial stages of infection (15, 87, 88, 99, 100, 102), little
research appears to have been done in recent years on the host-parasite
relations of this important vascular pathogen.

Sequeira (101) stated

that despite the frequent involvement of hormones in plant disease,
experiments on this aspect of plant pathology seldom take into account.
the morphological and physiological changes occurring in the host.
In the past few years the host-parasite relations in a number of
plant diseases of known bacterial origin have been studied in the
electron microscope (18, 23, 48, 73, 103).

These studies, however,

were mainly concerned with non-vascular diseases.

Ultrastructural

studies have revealed that many of the plant diseases, which until
recently were thought to be caused by viruses or other disease agents
such as mycoplasmas, are in fact caused by bacteria or bacterium-like
organisms (2, 26, 28, 43, 62, 7~, 78, 79, 84, 89, 90, 126, 127).

Some

of these studies showed the bacteria or bacterium-like pathogens to
occur mainly in the xylem vessels of the infected plants (2, 43, 62,
76, 79, 89, 127).
Various aspects of bacterium-induced hypersensitive responses in
plants have also been studied in the electron microscope (29, 30, 31,
32, 44, 46, 47).
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Except for a few earlier studies at the light-microscope level
(7, 51, 57, 107) little work has been done on histopathological
aspects of bacterial wilt disease of tomato.

Apart from the pre-

liminary work of Buddenhagen and Takata (11), on the ultrastructure
of banana rootsinfectedwithP. solanacearum, the present author was
unable to find any reference to electron microscopic studies on hostparasite relationships of the classical bacterial vascular pathogens.
The present study reports the results of a combined light microscope and ultrastructural examination of the histopathology of tomato
plants infected with Pseudomonas solanacearum.

Emphasis is placed

on the spread of the pathogen in the xylem vessels and the progressive
destruction of the conducting tissue of the host.

The mechanism of

wilt-induction is a+so discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum Mill. "Homestead") seeds were
germinated on moist filter-paper, the seedlings transferred to
sterilized soil in pots and grown in the glasshouse for 4
until approximately 15 cm in height.

5 weeks

The plantlets were, then care-

fully removed from the soil, washed in sterile water, and selected for
uniformity in size and amount of root growth.

The chosen plantlets

were transferred to each of 20 specially constructed 250 ml Erlenmeyer
flasks containing a sterile modified Hoagland and Arnon (41) nutrient
solution in which the MnCl .4H 0 and H Mo0 .H 0 were replaced by molar
2
2
2
4 2
equi~alent

amounts of MnS0 .H 0 and Na Mo0 .2H 0 respectively, and
4 2
2
4
2

the iron tartrate by NaFe-EDTA (44,5

~

M).

All flasks were painted black with two narrow, diametrically
opposed observation slits running vertically the full height of the
flasks.

These slits were covered with removable black plastic tape

to exclude light from the plant roots.

Each flask was fitted with a
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fine sterile airstone through which a small, finely dispersed jet of
sterile air was led from a common air-line.

The air flow was care-

fully regulated so that each flask received equal aeration.
non-absorbent cotton-wool was

wr~pped

sterile

around the stems of the plants

and inserted into the necks of the flasks so that the roots were
suspended approximately midway in the flasks.
then covered with aluminium foil.

The cotton-wool was

A mark just below the neck of each

flask indicated the leveL at which the nutrient solution was to be
maintained.
Twenty such flasks were arranged in two equal rows in a plant
growth unit maintained at

30~

°C by means of undersurface heating

cables, and the plantlets grown under continuous supplementary light
(2 500 to 2 900

IX).

Plantlets in one row were subsequently used as

test plants while those in the second row served as controls.

The

plantlets were allowed to remain undisturbed for a week to become fully
adapted to their new environment and to ensure that any root damage,
suffered during their removal from the pots, had healed.
After this period the plants were transferred to a beaker containing
sterile distilled water and, using sterile scissors, the immersed main
root of each cut off immediately behind the root-cap.

The flasks to

contain test plantlets were uniformly inoculated with a bacterial
suspension in nutrient solution from a 24 h virulent culture of locally
isolated, fully characterized, P. solanacearum grown on tetrazolium
medium (58).

Estimations by the plate count method showed that the

inoculated flasks contained initially 10
nutrient solution.

4

to 10 5 viable cells/ml

Every 24 h the tape was removed from the '

observation slits and the level of nutrient solution brought up to the
mark in a sterile manner.

The amount of solution added to each flask

daily was recorded up to the time of death of the test plants (Table
1 and Fig. _l).

The experiment was repeated using the' same procedure
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except that corresponding test and control plants were removed from
the flasks 'at regular intervals after inoculation and treated as
described below.
Twelve hours after inoculation the main root and the stem of the
first test and corresponding control plant were cut transversely, from
the cut root tip upward, into approximately 5mm pieces.

The cutting

was done under 6% Na cacody18te-buffered glutaraldehyde in a Petri
dish on which rested a tr.ansparent cm ruler.

These pieces were

transferred to fresh 6% glutaraldehyde, cut into 3 approximately equal
portions, and labelled to indicate their original positions in the
plant.

The material was prepared for electron microscopy as described

in Chapter 1.

All sections were cut with a diamond knife on a

Reichert OMU3 ultramicrotome.
After trimming each specimen block to remove most of the cortical
tissue, thick sections displaying a green interference colour were
cut and stained for 2 min in a 1:1 mixture of 1% azure II in distilled
water and 1% methylene blue in a 1% aqueous solution of sodium borate
mixed immediately prior to staining (78).
heated to approximately 60

°c

The prepared slides were

to improve penetration of the stain,

rinsed in tap water and allowed to dry.

Viewing longitudinal

sections in a light microscope indicated when the vascular tissue was
reached and also facilitated the search for bacteria within infected
conducting tissue.

When light microscopy revealed the presence of

bacteria ultrathin serial sections were cut, collected, and stained
for electron microscopy as described in Chapter 1.

When sufficient

thin sections had been obtained, thick sections were again cut until
some interesting new structural feature was observed, whereupon thin
sectioning was resumed.
Twenty-four hours after inoculation

th~

main root and the stem of

the second test and corresponding control plant were cut longitudinally
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in the same manner as described above.

The distribution of bacterial

cells and the extent of tissue degradation was compared with that of
the first test plant.

Further samples were taken at 36 hand 48 h after

inoculation and thereafter at 24 h intervals.

Similar sampling

procedure was continued and sections of representative specimens
compared until 192 h after inoculation, when the tissue had reached
an advanced stage of degradation.
Since a preliminary investigation of transverse sections of the
first 5 mm piece above the cut root tip, 12 h after inoculation, had
§hown the bacteria initially confined to small-diameter cells adjacent
to and surrounding the large vessels, attempts were made to identify
these cells.

After removal of the cortex from healthy tomato roots

at an equivalent stage of development, the tissue of the vascular
cylinder was gently macerated in a mixture of KCI0

3

and conc. HN0 ,
3

rinsed thoroughly in water, teased out in a drop of toluidine blue,
and examined microscopically.
To investigate the nature of the extracellular p8lysaccharide of
P. solanacearum cells were introduced into drops of nutrient broth +
~% glucose on collodion-coated grids.

The grids were incubated,

prepared for electron microscopy and examined as described in Chapter 1.

RESULTS
The w9ter relations of healthy and P. solanacearum-inoculated
tomato plants, over a period of 8 days, are shown in Table 1 and Fig.
1.

During the initial 72 h period fluid uptake in the inoculated

plants was 15-20% higher than in corresponding control plants.
Thereafter, however, the inoculated plants started to wilt and fluid
uptake by the diseased pl~nts became erratic, but nevertheless showed
a general decrease over the following 120 h.

During this time the

healthy plants continued to use increasing amounts of the nutrient .
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solution.
Light Microscopy
Although in all cases the root-tip was removed just prior to
inoculation the bacteria, after 12 h, have invaded and multiplied
only in the small-diameter cells adjacent to and surrounding the large
vessels of the, as yet, not fully mature root tissue LPlates l3(a)
l3(b17·

and

Light-microscopic examination of macerated healthy tissue

failed to identify unequivocally these cells which are eithertracheids,
tracheid fibres, or possibly xylem parenchyma cells with unusually
thick walls.

Examination of tissue from a position 3-4 cm above the

cut tip of the root, 12 h after inoculation, showed that relatively
few of these cells contained bacteria LPlates l3(a) and l3(b17.
After 24 h additional cells of the same type had become invaded and filled
with bacteria LPlate l3(cl/, while all the large xylem vessels and the
majority of the smaller vessels remained free of the organism LPlates
l3(a) and l3(bl/.
Since the progressive stages of disease development are well
illustrated in the tissue 3-4 cm from the cut root tip all subsequent
comparative light- and electron microscopic observations, unless
otherwise stated, were made on tissue from a similar position in the
root.
Approximately 24 h after inoculation the invaded cells are ·
stimulated to

form

tyloses LPlate l3(c17.

Tyloses protrude through

many of the pits in the wall of· the invaded cell and bulge into the
lumen of the adjacent xylem vessel l?lates l4(c) and l4(d27.

The

tyloses develop rapidly and 72 h after inoculation partially block
the lumina of the vessels LPlates l4(a), l4(c) and l4(dl/.

Tyloses

were not observed in corresponding sections of healthy plant tissue
LPlate l4(b17.

TABLE 1.

Fluid uptake in healthy and Pseudomonas solanacearum infected tomato plants

VOL NUTRIENT SOLUTION (MLS) TAKEN UP IN 24 HOU'R'S
DAY

PLANT CONDITION

FLASK NUMBER
1

1

2

3

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

MEAN VOL
TAKEN UP
IN 24 HOURS
(MLS)

HEALTHY

10,0 ' 12,0

10,0

10,0

8,5

12,0

14,5

9,5

10,5

14,0

11,10

DISEASED

12,0

10,5

13,0

12,5

14,0

10,0

11,0

13,5

14,5

13,0

12,40

HEALTHY

13,0

13,0

12,0

13,0

10,5

14,0

17,0

12,0

13,5

17,0

13,50

DISEASED

15,5

13,5

15,5

15,0

17,0

16,5

19,0

18,0

18,0

17,0

16,50

HEALTHY

14,5

14,5

13,5

16,0

14,5

19,0

19,5

15,0

16,5

20,0

16,30

DISEASED

17,0

14,5

19,0

19,5

22,0

20,5

23,0

23,5

20,5

18,5

19,80

!

I

w

~

4

5

6

HEALTHY

17,0

16,0

15,0

18,0

15,0

20,5

20,0

16,0

18,0

21,5

17,70

DISEASED

13,5

11,0

13,5

13,5

14,0

13,0

15,0

13,5

15,0

14,0

13,60

HEALTHY

17,5

16,5

15,5

19,0

16,0

21,5

20,5

17,0

18,5

22,0

18,40

DISEASED

7,0

5,5

6,5

7,5

7,5

6,0

9,0

6,0

8,5

8,5

7,20

HEALTHY

19,5

17,0

16,0

20,5

17,0

22,0

21,5

18,5

20,0

25,0

19,70

DISEASED

6,0

2,0

3,5

7,0

6,0

3,0

8,0

2,5

7,0

7,0

5,20

HEALTHY

20,0

18,0

17,0

21,5

19,0

24,0

23,0

19,5

21,0

28,0

21,10

DISEASED

2,0

0,0

1,0

3,0

1,5

0,0

4,0

0,0

2,5

3,5

1,75

HEALTHY

21,0

19,5

19,0

23,0

20,0

25,0

24,5

21,p

22,0

30,0

22,50

DISEASED

0,1

0,0

0,0

0,3

0,0

0,0

0,5

0,0

0,0

0,5

0,14
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From the invaded cells the bacteria pass through a narrow, slightly
elongated neck LPlate l4(d17 and enter ,the lumen of the tylosis, which
gradually becomes filled with large numbers of bacterial cells Lflates
l4(a), l4(c) and l4(dl/.

Howev~r,not

all invaded tyloses contain

equal numbers of bacteria and some are apparently bacterium-free
LPlates l4(a), l4(c), l4(d) and l5(a27.

The necks of the tyloses in

Plates l4(d) and lS(b) are in different planes and may even arise from
different cells, which could explain the uneven distribution of
bacteria within them.
As the tyloses continue to increase in size they wedge between the
bars of secondary thickening and assume the conformation of the opposite
wall of the vessel thus partially or completely occluding the vessel
LPlate lS(al/.
Often tyloses form in vessels adjacent to those that are occluded
by these structures LPlate lS(a27.

The walls of the tyloses appear

to be plastic, at least initially, as their shapes are governed by their
position relative to each other and by structural features of the
vessels in which they form LPlates 14(a), 14(c), l4(d), lS(a) and lS(bli.
An unidentified substance appears to be deposited in LPlate ls(c27, and
around LPlate l4(d27, the tyloses necks.

This substance is observed

in the pit cavities before the tyloses form LPlate lS(d17.
Bacteria are observed in moderate numbers in the large xylem
vessels 96 h after inoculation LPlate 16(a27.
in the vessels
in Plate l6(b).

The number of bacteria

of equivalent tissue 120 h after inoculation is shown
Tissue collapse occurs after 168 h and results in the

formation of large lysigenous cavities after 192 h LPlate 16(c2/.
Longitudinal spread of the pathogen in th'e host tissue shows two
distinct phases.

During the intial stage of disease development '

migration is relatively slow;

no bacteria being observed at a distance

greater than 3,S cm from the cut root tip 48 h after inoculation.
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After 72 h, small numbers of bacterial cells are observed in tissue
up to 7,0 cm from the cut end of the root.

Thereafter, however, the

rate of spread increased dramatically, the bacteria moving to just
below the apical region of the stem during the next 24 h period;

an

average distance of approximately 22 cm from the inoculated cut root .
tip.
Electron Microscopy
Apart from supplying additional information on ultrastructural
aspects of the host-parasite relationship at the cellular level,
electron microscopy in most instances verified the observations made
during the light microscope study.

Twelve hours after inoculation

some of the cells, possibly tracheids or tracheid fibres or xylem
parenchyma cells, adjacent to large xylem vessels, were seen to contain
fairly large numbers of bacteria interspersed with a fine granular
substance LPlate l7(a17.

This material accumulates particularly in

regions between the bars of secondary thickening LPlates l7(a) and l7(b27
which, in these cells, are unilaterally placed LPlate 17(a27.

At this

early stage of infection no damage is caused to the walls of these
cells LPlates l7(b) and l7(c27.
electron-transparent areas;

Many of the bacteria contain large

possibly granules of some storage product

such as poly-j3 - hydroxybutyric acid or volutin LPlates l7(a) and
l7(b27·
Within the invaded host cells the bacteria show considerable
variation in shape L?lates l8(a) and l8(b27 and appearance L?lates
18(c) and 18(d17.

In some instances the bacteria are in close

contact with the host cell wall and appear to become orientated toward
the spaces between the bars of secondary thickening LPlate 18(a27.
A layer of electron-dense material is deposited on the inner wall
surface of these host cells.

..
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However, in other host cells most of the bacteria are contained
by an apparently 'membrane'-bounded bag-like structure, which
effectively prevents them from coming into direct contact with the
plant cell wall LPlate 18(bl!.

' In such cells the primary wall

remains unaffected LPlate 18(b17 and resembles that of the vessels in
healthy plants LPlates 24(d) and

24(el!,

but some electron-dense

substance, possibly remains of cytoplasm, accumulates in the adjacent
cell LPlate 18(b17.

Bacterial cells that contain large , cytoplasmic

inclusions generally have relatively smooth walls and indistinct
nuclear regions LPlate 18(c17, whereas those which lack these
inclusions usually have a

de~ply

scalloped cell wall, densely ribosomal

cytoplasm, and a distinct nuclear region LPlate 18(d17.

In the

latter type cells the nuclear region is often distinct even when the
cell is apparently not dividing LPlate 22(d27.
As tyloses appear to form rapidly it was not possible to observe
the progressive stages in their development.

It seems the plasma-

lemma of certain host cells enters a pit cavity and ruptures the
primary wall or pit membrane,

which is pushed to one side of the

opening thus formed between adjacent bars of secondary thickening
LPlates 20(a) and 20(c17.

The tylosis enlarges rapidly and ' balloons

into an adjacent vessel and the somewhat elongated neck fills the
pit through which it passes LPlates 20(a) and 20(c17.

Apparently

an extension of the host cell plasmalemma is continuous with the
outer layer of the tylosis wall LPlates 19(b), 19(d), 20(8) and 20(c17.
Bacteria migrate into the tyloses from the invaded cell LPlate
as described in the section on light microscopy.

20(al!

A layer of material,

continuous with a similar apposition layer on the plasmalemma in the
cell, is deposited on the inner surface of the bounding membrane
the tylosis LPlate 19(b), 20(a) and 20(c17.

of

Th~ inset in Plate 20(a),

which illustrates the walls of two adjoining tyloses, shows the
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detailed fine structure of the wall.

The inner deposition layer

seems to be composed partly, at least, of bacterial extracellular
material as the slime, sloughing off bacterial cells within a tylosis,
is very similar to the deposited . material LPlate 20(b2/.

The uneven

distribution of bacteria in the different tyloses is very marked
LPlate 20( a.2/.
In some instances the neck of the

tylos ~s

becomes filled with a

mass of debris and, possibly, bacterial extracellular
LPlate 20(c.2/.

ma~erial

Some of the non-invaded cells of infected plants

LPlate 19(d27 also produce tyloses which bulge into adjacent non-invaded
xylem vessels.
Structures, filled with a coarse granular material, are also
sometimes observed protruding between bars of secondary thickening
into vessels adjacent to invaded cells LPlates 19(a) and 19(c27.
During the first 48 h of disease development no bacteria are
observed within the large xylem vessels LPlate 20(a27.
act~al

Although the

process of disruption was not observed, collapse of tyloses,

with resultant release of bacteria into the xylem vessels, must have
occurred between 48 hand 72 h after inoculation, since many disrupted
tyloses, together with bacteria and reticulate material, are observed
in the lumina of the large vessels 72 h after inoculation LPlate
2l(a27.

Occasionally bacteria are trapped between the collapsed

tyloses walls and the wall of the vessel LPlate 2l(c27.

After 96 -

120 h many tyloses, formed by non-invaded cells, are also observed in
various stages of disruption within bacterium-free xylem vessels
LPlates 21(b) and

21(d17.

The disrupted tyloses assume unusual

shapes LPlates 21(a), 21(b) and

21(c17

and appear to proliferate

giving rise to secondary structures L?late 21(d27.
After 72 h small numbers of bacteria were observed for the first
time in the vessels of the root in which they had spread 3 cm above
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the region of tylosis collapse LPlate

22(al!, an average distance of

approximately 2 cm below the crown in the experimental plants.
During the next 24 h period the number of bacteria in the vessels of
the root 3-4 cm from the site of inoculation steadily increased
LPlates 22(b) and 22(cl! and bacteria were observed for the first
time in the stem vessels 21-22 cm above the inoculation site LPlate
In some root vessels the primary wall shows signs of
degradation at positions between the bars of secondary thickening
LPlate 22( cJJ.
While the number of bacteria in the vessels is still relatively
small the majority are concentrated in regions between the bars of
secondary thickening LPlates 22(c) and 22(dJJ.

The bacteria are often

embedded in a finely granular, apparently viscid, material which, in
some vessels, is clearly delimited from the more fluid regions by a
delicate 'membranous' interface LPlate 22(bJJ.

In other vessels the

interface is less well defined LPlate 22(dl!, while in some instances
both types of interface occur in the same vessel LPlate 22(cJJ.
Much of the material accumulated in these areas, particularly
against the vessel wall, appears to consist largely of

di~rupted

bacterial cells and fine granular material, possibly bacterial extracellular products LPlate 22(dl!.
As the number of bacteria in the vessels increases large amounts
of fine granular reticulate material accumulate LPlates 23(a) and 23(bJJ.
In some vessels, 120 h after inoculation, the bacteria are in clear
area~ surrounded by this material LPlate 23(a17, whereas in others the

bacteria and reticulate material are interspersed LPlate 23(bJJ.
In the majority of vessels degeneration of wall material is negligible
at this stage of . pathogen'e sis LPlate 23(

aJJ.

Occasionally the bacteria

seem to occur in 'pockets' which, although not bounded by any visible
barrier, are distinctly separated from each other by regions containing
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material apparently composed of degenerating bacterial cells and
bacterial extracellular products LPlate 23(cl/.

A membrane-bounded

structure with coarse granular contents distinct from the bacterial
materials, was occasionally observed in a clear space bounded by
primary wall, bars of secondary thickening and bacterial mass
Lplate 23{cl/.

After 144 h bacterial numbers reach such large

proportions that the cells become compressed into irregular shapes
LPlates 23(c) and 23(dl/.

Even when massed together in this way the

bacteria remain restricted to certain areas and do not enter adjacent
debris-filled regions, despite the absence of any visible delimiting
structure LPlate 23{d2/.

In many invaded vessels of both the root

LPlates 23(d), 24{c) and 25{al/ and the stem Lplate 24{b2/ a relatively
thick layer of electron-dense material is deposited on the primary
wall and often completely fills the spaces between the primary wall
and the bases of the bars of secondary thickening.

A similar layer

is not observed in the vessels of healthy tomato plants in which the
primary wall usually has a finely dispersed granular appearance at
positions between the bars of secondary thickening LPlates 24{d) · and
24{e2/ possibly as a result of host enzyme action.
Longitudinal spread of the bacterium is rapid in the stem and
large numbers of bacterial cells are found ' in the vessels 18 cm above
the site of tylosis collapse, 144 h after inoculation LPlate 24{a2/.
A fine granular material accumulates in the vessel, particularly
against the wall, and adjacent cells are filled with fibrillar and
gran~lar material, possibly degenerating cytoplasm LPlate 24{a2/.

However, at no stage during pathogenesis do the bacterial cells and
noncellular materials become compressed into such dense masses in the
stem vessels, as . in the vessels of the root.

In some regions the

bacteria, embedded in a finely granular material, are closely appressed
to the vessel wall, especially in the spaces between the bars of
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secondary thickening LPlate 24(bl/, whereas in others a 'membrane'like structure, stretched over the thickenings, prevents them from
coming into direct contact with the primary wall LPlate 24(c2/.

In

both cases, however, a thick layer of electron-dense material
accumulates on the primary wall in regions between the bars of
secondary thickening •

The fine granular material,which first

.became noticeable 120 h after inoculation

LPlates 23(a) and 23(b17,

increases in amount during the next 24 h LPlate 25(al/ until many xylem
vessels are completely filled after 168 h LPlates 25(b) and

25(c17.

In the majority of xylem vessels bacterial cells and cell debris are
embedded in this material LPlate 25(bl/.

A material with an identical

structure is produced by P. solanacearum growing in a liquid
laboratory medium LP1ate 25(b), insei7.

Some degradation of spiral

thickenings, with concomitant release of fibrillar material, is observed
after 168 h LP1ate 25(cl/.
In addition to the fine granular material various other plugging
substances occur in the vessels and cells of diseased plants, for
example, a reticulate-type substance LPlate 25(d17 different from that
described . previously LP1ates 23(a) and 23(bl/ and an electron-dense,
very coarse granular material LP1ate 26(b), upper vessei/.

Many

vessels and cells contain mixtures of different plugging substances;
some are occluded with masses of bacterial cells and fine granular
material LPlates 26(a) and 26(b), lower celli, or very dense finely
granular material free of bacteria surrounded by a reticulate-network
in which bacteria are embedded LPlate 26(c17.

In addition some vessels

in infected plants are partially filled with a mixture of small
vesicular inclusions and a fine granular substance LPlate 26(d17.
Approximately 192 h after inoculation, when the remaining test
plants are completely wilted, a very dense darkly staining material,
which appears to be of vessel wall origin, accumulates in many vessels.
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This material occurs where bacterial action has resulted in collapse
of vessel walls L?late 27(a) and 27(bll and also in the large
lysigenous cavities which form when the bacteria have degraded the
vessel walls LPlate 27(c27.

DISCUSSION
The reason for the observed increase in water uptake by the

I

infected plants during the initial 72 h period after inoculation was
not determined as this falls outside the scope of this study.

However,

this phenomenon might reflect one of the many host responses which,
according to Kelman (59), occur during the critical early stages of
pathogenesis in plants infected with P. solanacearum.
The subsequent marked decrease in water uptake and the first
signs of wilting began approximately at the time when tyloses, after
having reached maximum size and often occluding the vessels, collapse,
disrupt, and release bacteria into the xylem vessels.

Although in the

present study no transpiration determinations were made, it is known
from work done on banana plants infected with P. solanacearu·m (5) that
vascular occlusion, rather than toxin-induced increased transpiration,
is the primary cause of wilt.

Wilting of P. solanacearum-infected

tomato plants or cuttings has also been attributed mainly to
interference with water transport in the stem rather than to reduced
uptake by the roots or excessive loss by the leaves (35, 51).
Initial bacterial invasion .of, and multiplication in, the smalldiameter cells adjacent to large vessels L?lates 13, 14(a), 14(c),
14(d), 15, 18(a) and 20(a17 is surprising since this pathogen is
regarded as essentially a vascular parasite, confined initially to. the
xylem vessels (10, 51, 52, 57, 59, 87, 88).

Smith (107), however,

stated that although mainly a pathogen of the vascular bundles, this
organism is less strictly confined to the bundles than other bacterial
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PLATE 13. Light micrographs of longitudinal sections of root tissue 3-4 cm above site of Inoeulatlon; (a)" (b) 12 h after Inoeulatloo, (c) after
24 h. (a) Bacteria (B) In a few cells (e) adjacent to large bacterium-free vessel, XV. (x 270.) (b) Detail of serial secUoo of boxed area In
(a) showing distribution of bacteria (B) in, and structure of invaded cells, C. Note relatively thick cell walls (arrows). (x 680.) (e) Bacteria
in additional small-diameter cells, C. Note bacteria in pit cavities (arrows) adjacent to bacterium-free vessel (XV), tyloses (T) and degeneration of cell contents in maturing trachelds, TR. (x 650.)
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PLATE 14. (a)-(d) Light mlcrographa of longitudinal sections of root 3-4 cm above inoculation site 72 h after Inoculatioo. (a) Many tyloses (T)
protrude Into lumen of adjacent bacterium-free v.. sel (XV) from Invaded cell. C. (x 270.) (b) Corresponding healthy tissue with no tyloses
(x 450 . ). (e) Detail of boxed area in (a) showing tylosis necks passing thrrugh pits (arrows) and uneven d1stribution of bacteria amoog tyloses,
some of which are apparently bacterium-free. Masses of bacteria fill the lumen of tylosis-forming cells) C. (x 700.) (d) Further detail of
tyl oses . Note: relatively thick walls (W); passage of bacteria through tylosis necks (arrows) that penetrate pits in different planes; conti-

nuity of bounding membrane (BM) of invaded cell

(e)

and tyloses. T;

passa~e

of bacteria

throu~h

open end walls (broken

arrOWR\

between
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PLATE 15. (a)-(d) Light micrographs of longitudinal sections of root 3-4 em above site of inoculation 72 h after inoculation. (a) Tyloses (T)
bridging lumen of xylem vessel (XV) and wedging against opposite wall (arrows). Adjacent cell (C) contains a number of bacterium-free tyloses, 1
Note uneven distribution of bacteria among tyloses . (x 710. ) (b) Detail of serial section of boxed area (i) in (a) illustrating apparent plasticity
of tylosis walls, uneven dlstributlm of bacteria in invaded cell (C) and among tyloses ('1'), and passage of bacteria into tyloses (arrows) which
penetrate pits in different planes. (x 1 700.) (c) Detail of boxed area (iI) In (a) showing apparent deposit of densely staining material In tylosis
neck (broken arrows). (x 2 380.) (d) Enlargement of part oI Plate 13(c) showing tyloses (T) protruding into vessel (XV) and apparent deposition
of electron-dense material in pit cavities (arrows) before tylosis development. Note bacteria in pit cavities (broken arrows) and degenerating
cytoplasm of tracheid, TH. (x 1 020.)
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PLATE 16. (a)-(e) Light micrographs of longitudinal sections of root 3-4 em above inoculation site. (a) Moderate numbers of bacteria (B)
in large vessel (XV) 96 h after inoculation. Contents of adjacent cells (e) collapse and darkly staining material accumulates (arrows).
(x 1 650.) (b) Equivalent tissue 120 h after Inoculation showing bacteria (B) In Invaded xylem vessel (XV) and adjacent ceUs, C. Note
accumulated darkly-staining material (arrows) in adjacent cell. (x 1 650.) (e) Bacteria in a developing IysigenouB cavity (LC) 192 h after
inoculation. Note disrupted cell walls (arrows) and accumulation of degradation material (broken arrows). (x 180.)
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PLATE 17. (a)-(c) Electron micrographs of root-tissue 3-4 em above inoculation site 12 h after inoculation. (a) Bacteria (B). in thick walled
cells (C) between xylem vessels (XV), Interspersed with fine granular material (OM) that accumulates in pit cavities (PC) between bars of
secondary thickening, ST. (x 5400.) (b) Detall of boxed srea (i) in (a) showing finely granular, reticulate structure of accumulated material (arrows); large electron-transparent inclusion bodies (broken arrows) within bacteria (B); and non-degraded appearance of secondary
thickenings. ST. (x 14 200.) (c) Detail of boxed area (II) In (a) showing absence of cell wall (CW) degradation. (x 53 200.)
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PLATE 18. <al and (bl Electron mlcrograpbs of root tissue 3-4 cm above cut root tip 24 b after Inoculation. <al Bacteria Interapened
with fine granular material (GM) within thick-walled, unilaterally pitted cell (e) between vessels, XV. Note marked pleomorphism of
bacteria, some of which are fUamentOJ& (thick arrows) and layer of electron-dense malerial (arrows) deposited on cell wall,CW. Bacteria,
surrounded by electron-transparent capsule (broken arrows), orientated toward spaces between bars of secondary thickening, PC. (x 8 350.)
(b) Pleomorphic bacteria within an apparently membrane-bounded bag-like structure (arrows). Note clear area (K) between bacterial mass
and unaffected primary wall (PW) and accumulation of electron-dense matertal (ED) in adjacent cell. (x 11 200.) (e) Smooth-walled form of
bacterium showing large cytoplasmic inclusion bodies (IB), electron-dense granules (G) . indistinct nuclear relZion (NL And rAtinl11At.A pvtrA_
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PLATE 19, (a)-(d) Root tissue 3-4 cm above cut root tip 24 h after inoculation, (a) Membrane bounded structure (MBS) filled with coarse
granular material (arrows) protruding into lumen of non-invaded vessel, XV. Note electron-dense materialln pit cavity (thick arrows) and
at base of protruding structure (broken arrows). (x 20 500.) (b) Tangential section of tylosis showing parallel layers of plasmalemma (P)
apparently continuous with plasmalemma of cell of origin, C. Note thick layer of material apposited on inside surface of plasmalemma (thick
arrows) and around small sac-like cavity, SC. Note fibrillar material (FM) accumulated on wter surface of plasmalemma partially released
(fine arrows) into vessel (XV) and bacteria compressed between cell membrane and bars of secondary thickening, ST. (x 27 500.) (0) Semttangential section of membrane-bounded structure (MBS). filled with coarse granualr material (arrows), protruding between bars of 86000dary thickening (ST) into adjacent bacterium-free xylem vessel, XV. Electron-dense material (broken arrows) accumulates below base of
structure. (x 21 700. ) (d) Developing tyLoses (T) protruding (rom non-invaded cell (e) into lumen of adjacent bacterium- free xylem vessel.
XV. Note lomasome (L) attached to wall of tylosis. (x 8 400. )
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PLATE 20. (a)-(c) Root tissue 3-4 em above site of inoculation after 48 h. (a) Mature tyloses (T) with narrow, elongated necks filling pit
cavities between invaded cell (C) and adjacent bacterium-free xylem vessel, XV. Note rupture of primary wall (arrows), passage of bacteria
into tyloses, and uneven distribution of markedly pleomorphic bacteria, some of which are ftlamentous (ttrlck arrows). among tyloses. Plasmalemma of invaded cell and tyloses is continuous. Electron-dense material (broken arrows) accumulates on inner surface of plasmalemma (P).
pit-membrane (PM) and in pit-cavity, PC . (x 6 750.) Inset. Detailed structure of walls of two adjacent tyloses showing outer triple-track
plasmalemma (P) and inner electron-dense amorphous layer (arrows). (x 65 600. ) (b) Detailed wall structure of two adjacent tyloses showing
plasmalemma (P) on outside. Note similarity between mattlrial comprising hmer amorphous layer and material (BS) sloughing from bacterial
cells. B. (x 65 600.) (c) Fine granular material (GM). bacterial debris (LB) and dense mass of electron-opaque material (DM) accumulated
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PLATE 21. Root tissue 3-4 em above inoculation site; (a) &. (e) alter 72 h; (b) after 96 h; (d) after 120 h. (a) Disrupted tylosis (T) with released bacteria (B) and reticulate material (RM) witWn lumen of large xylem vessel , XV. Note bacteria et111 within collapsed tylosis. (x 9 350.)
(b) Early stage in collapse of non-invaded tyloses ('1') in bacterium- free vessel (XV) of inoculated plant. Note tylosis-forming cell (C) Is free
of bacteria and still has a nucleus , N. (x 5 850.) (c) Bacteria (B) trapped either within lumen of collapsed tylosis (T) or between walls of collapsed
tyloses and the vessel wall, VW. (x 14 850.) (d) Late stage in collapse of non-invaded tyloses (T) in bacterium- free vessel, XV. Numerous
secondary proliferations (MB) occur within and outside the lumen of the collapsed tylosts. (x 4 450.)
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PLATE 22. (a) Small number of bacteria in xylem vessel (XV) of root 3 em above site of tylosis collapS'e, 72 h after inoculation. Bacteria
coocentrated mainly at or near vessel walls. Note thick layer of electron-dense material (DM) overlying primary wall (PW) in pit areas and
filling space between primary wall and base of spiral thickening. ST. (x 10 900. ) (b) Increased number of bacteria in root vessel 3-4 em above
site of inoculation after 96 h. Note accumulated material on primary wall (PW) in interspiral region (arrows) and restriction of bacteria from
pit cavities by 'memhranoo.s'interface (broken arrows). ( x 9 150.) (e) Aggregation of bacteria in regions between bars of secondary thickening (ST) of invaded xylem vessel (XV) adjacent to bacterium-Cree root cells 3-4 em above inoculation site after 96 h. Bacteria embedded in fine
granular material (OM) surrounded either by distinct 'membrane'-like interface (broken arrows) or by less well defined interface (arrows).
Note degradation of primary wall material in regions between bars of secondary thickening (thick arrows) (x 6 350.) (d) Stem tissue 18 cm
above site of tylosis collapse, 96 h after inoculation , showing xylem vessel (XV) with bacteria aggregated 1n lens-shaped mass between bars of
secondary thickening, ST . Bacteria embedded in a matrix composed largely of disrupted bacterial cells (LB) and fine granular material (GM)
concentrated particularly against primary wall, PW. Note ill-defined interface between bacterial mass and clear region of xylem vessel. (arrows).
(x 18 300.)
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PLATE 23. Root tissue 3-4 em above site of inoculation; (a) & (b) after 120 h, (c) & (d) after 144 h. (a) Bacteria with large inclusion
bodies (IB) in relatively clear areas (ET) surrounded by loose network of fine granular reticulate material, GR. Note large aggregates
of electron-dense material (ED) within clear areas, negligible vessel wall degradation, and electron-dense nature of primary wall (PW)
particularly in pit region (arrows). (x 10 800.) (b) Bacteria, with scalloped cell walls (W) and large inclusions, interspersed with fine
granular reticulate material (GR) that accumulates particularly adjacent to vessel wall (arrows). (x 13 900.) (c) Vessel with bacteria
compressed in 'pockets' between dense masses of detritus compriSing degenerated. bacterial cells (LB) and fine granular extracellular
material, GM. Note electron dense body (DB) filled with coarse granules in clear space bounded by bars of secondary thickening (ST),
primary walt (PW) and bacterial mass. (x 18 500.) (d) Bacteria, compressed into irregular shapes. possibly prevented from entering
adjacent debris-filled areas (arrows) by density of fine granular material, GM. Note absence of any visible delimiting structure. Large
granules (G) occur in some bacteria and in fibrillar material (broken arrows) in close proximity to bar of secondary thickening, ST.
Dense mass of material (P) 1s deposited on pr1mary wall (PW) and in pit cavity (PC), in regions between bars of secondary thickening.
(x 24 400. )
•

PLATE 24. (a) Bacterial passage through open end wall between vessel members in stem 18 em above site of tylosis collapse, 144 h after
inoculation. Note uneven distribution of bacteria and accumulation (arrows) of fine granular material. GM. Vessel wall shows no degradation. and large masses of fibrillar (FM) and granular (GM) material accumulate in contiguous cells, XP. (x 5 820. ) (b) Bacteria embedded
in matrix of finely granular material (GM) in stem vessel 12 cm above site of tylosis collapse, 144 h after inoculation. Note thick layer of
electron-dense material (broken arrows) deposited on primary wall between spiral thickenings, ST. (x 23 500.) (c) Viable (B) and lysed (LB)
baoteria and detritus (arrows) embedded in dense finely granular material (GM) within root vessel 3 em above site of tylosis collapse, 144 h
after inoculation. Thick layer of electron-dense material (broken arrows) deposited on primary wall (PW) is separated from substances in
vessel (XV) by membran&-Uke structure (thick arrows). resulting in clear space (K) between bars of secondary thickening. ST. (x 14200.)
(d) Vessel in healthy root tissue 3-4 cm above cut root tip after 144 h. Note hydrolysis of primary wall material (arrows) between bars of
secondary thickening, ST. (x 8 450.) (e) Detail of vessel wall in healthy root tissue showinll finelv (iiRnArRM p.lpr>frnn_r'lpngp ....... Qn"lPQ , .........,....... \
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PLATE 25 . Infected root tissue 3- 4 em above site of tylosis collapse; (a) after 144 h. (b)-(d) after 168 h. (a) Vessel containing compact
maBS of pleomorphic bacterial cells (B) embedded in dense matrix of granular material, OM. Note deposition of very dense electron- opaque
material (arrows) on primary wallin Intersplral regions. (x 12 600.) (b) Accumulation of bacterial cells (B). bacterial debris (LB) and [lne
granular material (OM) entirely filling lumen of xylem vessel, XV. (x 27 300.) Inset. Extracellular material produced by P. Boianacearum
in nutrient broth + 1/ 2 %glucose. Note close similarity of this material to the fine granul ar material (OM) in xylem vessel of infected plantPlate 25 (b). (x 27 300.) (c) Xylem vessel completely occluded with mixture of coarse granular material (CO). fine granular material (OM).
and fibrillar malerial (FM) arising (rom apparent degradation of surface layers oC spiral thickening, ST. An electron-transparent afea (arrows)
lies immediately adjacent to spiral thickening. (x 25 100.) (d) Mixture of reticulate material (PM) and fine granular material (OM) completely
occluding vessel. (x 27 300)
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PLATE 26. (a)-(d) Infected root tissue 3-4 em above site of inoculation after 168 h. (a) Bacteria in vessel surrounded by matrix of various
substances. Granular material (arrows) and disrupted bacteria (LB) fi ll the bacterium-free area. Many bacteria, surrounded by electront ransparent malerial (CA) possibly of a capsular narure, show extreme pleomorphism. Note layer of electron-dense matertal stretched
between, and deposited on , inner surface of bars of secondary thickening (broken arrows), cLear area (K) in pit cavity and apparent lack of
primary wall (PW) degradation. (x 22 150. ) (b) Transverse section showing vessel almost plugged with large granules , LG. Note electrondense material (ED) deposited on primary wall of adjacent cell. Lower cell (C) partially fil led with bacteria (B) embedded of matrix of fine
granular material , GM . (x 9 000. ) (c) Vessel (XV) completely filled with fine granular material (GM) separated from primary wall by 'memb rane'- like structure (thick arrows) overlying relatively clear areas in pit cavities (PC) between apparently unaffected bars of secondary
thickening, ST. Adjacent cells contain central dense mass of fine granul ar material (GOM) connected to cell wall (CW) by strands (arrows) .
In some pl aces a clear area separates reticulate material (PM) from the cell wall (broken arrows). (x 9 300. ) (d) Vessel (XV) filled with
fine granular (GM), and vesicular (VS) material. Note swelling and shredding of primary wall (PW) between spiral thickening, ST. (x 19 300.)

c

(c)
PLATE 27. (8r(C) Infected root tissue 3-4 em above site of inoculation after 192 h. (8) Advanced stage of tissue degradation showing dissolution of primary wall material (PW) and accumulation of large amounts of very darkly-staining material (ED) against bars of secondary
thickening (ST) and in pit cavity, PC. Bacteria (B), which appear to be degenerating, are associated with line granular material, GM. (27300.)
(b) Disruption of tissue during final stages of pathogenesis. Note: large amounts of electron-dense material (ED) accumulated in regions of
wall collapse; bacteria (B) and tissue breakdown products (DP) associated With collapsing wal ls (W) and presence of fine granular material (OM)
in disrupted vessel. (x 8 250). (0) Large lyslgenrus cavity resulting from wall breakdown in vessel (XV) and adjacent cells, C. Note dissolution of primary wall (PW) and accumulation of bacteria (B), fine granular material (GM), large electron-dense granules (arrows) and electrondense amorphous material (ED) in disrupted, degenerating tissue. (x 13 500. )
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vascular pathogens such as Bacillus tracheiphilus (Erwinia tracheiphila)
and Bacterium campestre (Xanthomonas campestris).

Disease develop-

ment is thought to be influenced by the conditions under which the host
is grown (107).

It is possible that the method and site of inoculation

may also influence the course of the disease.
Most of the reported work on histopathological aspects of bacterial
wilt of tomato has been based on examination of stem tissue and
occasionally petiole and leaf tissue of needle-prick, stem-inoculated
plants, usually only after onset of wilting (51,107).

The early

stages of tomato infection with P. solanacearum, especially through the
root system, do not appear to have been examined in detail.

In the

present study bacteria were first observed in vessels of the root in
sections cut 6-7 cm from the inoculation site approximately 72 h after
inoculation LPlates 21(a), 21(c), and 22(al/.

Thereafter bacterial

numbers increased rapidly in the vessels of the root LPlates 22(b) and
22(c17 and bacteria were observed in the large stem vessels, 96 h
after inoculation LPlate
site.

22(d17, approximately 16 cm above the inoculation

At this stage of pathogenesis the plants had alreadj started

to wilt.

It is conceivable that needle-prick inoculation of the stem

would introduce the bacterium directly into the vessels in which
•
movement of the bacterium appears to be more rapid than in the vessels
~

of the root;

the bacteria spreading approximately 7 and 3 cm

vertically in the stem and root vessels respectively, in 24 h.

However,

at no time, or in any region of the stem, did the bacteria become as
numberous in the vessels of the stem as in the vessels of the root.
The method of inoculation used in this study also permits free
access of bacteria to the vessels;

however, it is possible that, .

while plants are transferred to growth flasks, after cutting the main
root under water, the water columns in vessels of this root are broken.
This would prevent these vessels from ser0ing as suitable avenues of
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bacterial" entry to the plant.

Alternatively, the observation, that

during the initial 24h period after inoculation only few of the cells
adjacent to large vessels contained bacteria LPlates 13, l4(a),
14(c), 14(d) and Ij7 may indicate that at any particular stage of
development of the host plant only certain cells are physiologically
predisposed for invasion.
The apparent lack of damage to walls of invaded root cells during
initial stages of pathogenesis LPlate 117 possibly reflects a low level
of cellulolytic and pectinolytic enzyme activity while bacterial "
numbers are still relatively small.

P. solanacearum is not regarded

as being highly cellulolytic (60) especially when compared to other
organisms such as the fungi Trichoderma vir ide and Myrothecium
verrucaria (59).

However, after bacterial numbers increase considerably

degradation of primary wall material in the vessel is apparent
LPlate 25(a1/.

This enzyme activity verifies the results of previous

in vitro (40, 49, 52, 65), and in vivo (50), experiments with P.
solanacearum.
The observed concentration of bacteria at, and their orientation
toward, the bordered pits between vessels and adjacent cells LPlates
18(a) and 22(c17 or between contiguous vessels LPlate 22(d17 indicates
that the bacteria are either attracted to these areas by substances
diffusing into the vessel from the adjacent living cells, or that they
are simply' drawn to these areas along an osmotic pressure gradient.
A similar situation has been reported in a light-microscopic study
on carnations infected with the bacterial vascular pathogen
caryophylli (82).

~

Compartmentilization of bacterial masses

LPlates 18(b), 22(?) and 22(c17 has likewise been reported by these
authors, but in 'parenchyma cells and not in vessels, as observed in
the present study.

The origin, nature, and function of such compart-

ments could not be explained.
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The pleomorphism exhibited by the bacterium within host tissue
LPlates 17(~), IB(a), IB(b), 20(a), 22(c), 23(c) and 23(dl! has
been reported also in banana roots infected by P. solanacearum (11).
However, the thicker cell walls of bacteria entrapped in either
globular or fibrillar material described by these authors, was not
observed in tomato plants.

Elongated bacteria, possibly similar to

the filamentous 'minicell' -bearing forms of Erwinia amylovora (45),
were occasionally observed in cells and tyloses LPlates IB(a) .and 20(a27,
of p. solanacearum-infected tomato plants.

The scalloped appearance

of the wall of some bacteria LPlate IB (d27 is similar to that of P.
phaseolicola in bean tissue (103L and to that of the bacterium causing
Pierce's disease of grapes (79, B9).

A well-defined nuclear region

and densely ribosomal cytoplasm, similar to that of P. phaseolicola
in susceptible beans (103), was observed in some bacterial cells
LPlate IB(dl/.
The presence of large inclusion bodies of reserve food materials
within many of the bacterial cells LPlates 17(b) and IB(c17 indicates
that the bacteria are metabolically active in the host tissue, even
when they ·are compressed due to pressure of numbers LPlates 23(c) and
23(dl/.
Formation of tyloses both by invaded cells LPlates 13(c), 14(a),
14(c), 14(d), 15(a), 15(b), 15(c), 15(d), 19(a), 19(b), 20(a) and 20(c27
and by non-invaded cells LPlates 19(d) and 21(b17 of infected plants
and their absence in healthy plants, suggests that, although infection
stimulates the host cells to produce these structures, the physical
presence of bacteria is not necessary.

It seems that infection with

P. solanacearum incites the host plant to produce higher levels of indole
acetic acid (IAA) and other growth substances (BB) which, when present
in abnormal amounts, may stimulate tylosis formation (10, 102).
Higher levels of IAA in P. solanacearum-infected plants are well
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documented (88, 99, 100), and it is thought that the host synthesizes
most of this compound during the critical initial stages of pathogenesis,
while synthesis of IAA by the pathogen becomes important only at
advanced stages of the host-parasite relationship (100).
Apparently bacteria enter a preformed tylosis at any stage of its
development since many large tyloses are seemingly bacterium-free LPlates
l4(c), l4(d), l5(a), l5(b) and

20(al/.

The origin of tyloses is possibly

related to the increased. IAA levels in P. solanacearum-infected plants
(100).

Tyloses may play an important role in preventing spread of

bacteria by occlusion of vessels, although in the tomato plants used in
this investigation affected vessels remained occluded by intact tyloses
for 48 - 72 h only.

Such structural defence may be augmented by the

partial blocking effect of the tyloses after collapse LPlate 2l(dl/.

On

the other hand sudden release of large numbers of bacteria from disrupted
tyloses may cause rapid and successful colonization of the xylem vessels
to occur.
As the layer of amorphous material on the inner surface of the tylosis
wall resembles the material sloughing from the surface of the bacterial
cells within tyloses LPlate 20(bl/ it seems likely that this layer is composed partly, at least, of bacterial extracellular slime.

Since tyloses

balloon into the vessels in the absence of bacteria it is obvious that the
pressure in vessels is lower than that within the tyloses.
materials of low weight,

eit~ r

Thus any

formed within the tyloses or entering them

from the cell of origin, would accumulate against the wall.

As the

collapse of tyloses and onset of wilting in the host are almost contemporaneous it seems certain that accumulated non-cellular materials of both
host and bacterial origin, together with bacterial cells, are released
into the vessels and constitute a major cause of the wilt symptom.

The

contribution to this effect by tyloses in the vessels is probably a minor on
The factors governing tylosis collapse are unknown but may include
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degradative action by bacterial extracellular enzymes.

However,

additional 'factors must be involved since non-invaded tyloses also
collapse LPlates 2l(b) and 2l(d17, albeit later than those that are
invaded.

Thus collapse and disruption of bacterium-containing tyloses,

after secondary proliferation LPlate 21(c17, may result from degradation of their walls by the combined action of both bacterial and
host enzymes, in addition to the increasing pressure exerted by the
multiplying bacterial cells, their extracellular materials and the
accumulating host degradation products.
The apparent plasticity of intact tyloses and the structural
similarity of the secondary proliferations in disrupted non-invaded
tyloses LPlate 21(d17 to lipid-depleted thylakoid membranes isolated
from tobacco (47), would seem to confirm the presence of membrane
material in the tylosis wall.
Whether or not · the same pattern of host invasion, as described
above, occurs in natural root infections in the field is not known.
Once in the xylem vessels the vertical rate of spread of the pathogen
is comparable to that of other vascular bacterial pathogens (13, 19,
125).
Notable features of this investigation are the large amounts and
wide variety of non-cellular material found in the vessels and
adjoining cells of diseased plants LPlates 22(d), 24(a), 24(b), 24(c),
25(a), 25(b), 25(c), 25(d), 26(a), 26(b), 26(c), 26(d), 27(a), 27(b)
and 27( c)].

These materials be,g in to form immediately after the

bacteria enter the cells and continue to increase rapidly in amount
until many of the vessels are completely filled LPlates 25(b), 25(c),
25( d),
52)

26( b)

and 26( c)]. .

This tends to support the theory (51,

that wilting in P. solanacearum-infected plants is due primarily

to restricted water passage through the tissues, caused by plugging
of the vessels with the extracellular slime produced by the organisms.
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However, at the electron microscope level vessel plugging is seen to
be more complex than suggested by these authors since, as indicated
above, many structurally different materials occur in occluded vessels.
The release of fibrillar material from degenerating vessel walls
LPlate 25(~and tylosis walls LPlate 19(b27, indicates that plant
degradation products also contribute to the plugging of vessels.

As

only limited amounts of this material are observed it appears that in

P. solanacearum-infected plants, vessel wall breakdown products,
although contributing, do not form an important component of the vessel
plugging material.

This supports the theory that pectic or cellulolytic

enzymes are not the primary agents involved in the wilting mechanism
of P. solanacearum (49).

The various other materials, with either

reticulate LPlates 25(d) and 26(c27, coarsely granular LPlate 26(b27,
or globular LPlate 26(d27 structure, that occur in occluded vessels
were not identified.
Husain and Kelman (51, 52) are of the opinion that the extracellular slime produced by P. solanacearum is the principal factor
involved in wilting of infected tomato plants.

These authors

claimed that, contrary to the findings of Grieve (35), plugging of
vessels by masses of bacterial cells is not the primary cause of
wilting.

To substantiate their claim they put forward the argument

that histological observations on the stems and petioles of completely
wilted pla8ts did not indicate that all, or a majority of the vessels,
were entirely blocked by masses of bacterial cells (51).
conc~de,

They did

however, that masses of bacterial cells surrounded by slime

may contribute to wilting.
Since the fine granular material observed in invaded vessels
LPlates 23(c1, 2~(b), 24(c) and 26(a27 is produced by P. solanacearum
on artificial media also LPlate 25(b), inse17, it appears to be the
extracellular slime described by Husain and Kelman (51).

As this is
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the most commonly occurring substance in infected plants it is
probably the major contributing factor ·to vessel plugging, and therefore to wilting of the host, as suggested by HUsain and Kelman (51).
In the present study also only few vessels in the stem tissue of
wilted, diseased plants were seen to be entirely occluded with masses
of bacterial cells.

However, in the roots of wilted plants the

majority of vessels are so filled with bacteria that the bacterial
cells are compressed into almost unrecognizable shapes LPlates 23(c)
and 23(d1/.

Failure of the bacteria to move into adjacent slime-

filled areas relatively free of bacterial cells LPlates 23(c), 23(d),
25(a) and 26(a27 seems to indicate that the slime material is so viscid
that it resists compression by the massed bacteria and is impenetrable
to them.

It appears likely that such densely packed masses of bac-

terial cells would restrict passage of water through the roots ' and thus
be an important cause of wilting.

Many of the bacteria within these

compressed masses were disrupted LPlates23(c) and 25(b27 indicating
that bacterial detritus may also contribute to the occlusion of vessels.
An interesting and possibly significant ultrastructural observation
is that a thick layer of very dense electron-opaque material accumulates
on the primary wall between the spiral thickenings and often fills the
pit-cavities between abutting invaded vessels LPlate
invaded and non-invaded vessels LPlate

24(b17, adjoining

22(a1l, and contiguous invaded

vessels and adjacent non-invaded cells LPlates 23(d), 24(c) and 25(a1/.
Such a layer does not occur in the pit region of healthy plants in
which the primary wall is composed of a loose network of fibrillar and
finely granular material LPlates 24(d) and 24(e1/.

It is conceivable

that this dense layer may prevent entry of water and nutrients into the
cells from adjacent invaded vessels, thereby eventually causing their
death.

If many such cells are killed it would lead to wilting and

ultimate death of the host plant.

This material possibly corresponds
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to the dense material observed in P. solanacearum-infected banana
plants and identified by Buddenhagen and Takata (11) as melanin.
banana roots, however, the material was observed
adjacent to the vessels (11),

wh~reas

i~

In

parenchyma cells

in the present study the electron

micrographs showed the material occurred on the vessel side of the
abutting walls.
During advanced stages of tissue collapse large amounts of dense
electron-opaque material, possibly melanin, accumulate on the vessel
walls LPlate 27( a)] and also in the lysigenous cavities formed LPlates
27(b) and

27(c17.

During cavity formation the cell walls are destroyed

LPlate 27(cl/, but apparently not by the pressure exerted by masses of
bacteria, as suggested by Smith (107), since cell numbers were not
always large LPlates 27(b) and 27(c)].

Observations in the present

study indicate that vessel wall destruction LPlate 27(c)] and collapse
of surrounding cells are more likely the result of bacterial enzyme
activity.
It would appear that wilting in tomato plants infected with
solanacearum is due to a combination of several factors.

~

These include:

the presence of large amounts of apparently extremely viscous bacterial
slime which often completely fills the vessels, thereby effectively
reducing or completely prohibiting water movement in the plant;

the

presence of densely compressed masses of bacterial cells in the majority
of vessels in ths roots;
of unidentified materials;

the plugging of vessels with a wide variety
the blocking action of both intact and

collapsed tyloses in the vessels of the roots;

deposition of a dense

material on the primary pit membranes between invaded vessels -and adjacent non-invaded cells, in some cases filling

the~ pit

cavity, may

effectively prevent movement of water and nutrients from vessels into
cells, resulting in death of the cells;

the presence of host br eakdown

products resulti ng from the degradative action of bactBrial pectinolytic
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and cellulolytic enzymes on vessel and cell walls, particularly
during the later stages of pathogenesis.
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CHAPTER

3

ULTRASTRUCTURAL HISTOPATHOLOGY OF TOMATO PLANTS INFECTED
WITH CORYNEBACTERIUM MICHIGANENSE

INTRODUCTION
Bacterial canker or the Grand Rapids disease of tomato, incited by
Corynebacterium michiganense (Smith) Jensen and first reported by Smith
(104) in 1910, is an important bacterial vascular disease in South
Africa.

Some authors consider the organism to be strictly a wound

parasite (1, 36), while others state that wounding is not necessary for
infection (3, 9).

Undamaged leaf and stem stomata (106) and uninjured

foliar (66, 69), petiole, stem and fruit trichomes (69) are reported
as suitable sites of bacterial entry into the host plant.

According

to Layne (69) injury to these structures, however, increases the severity
and overall incidence of disease.

The roots of infected plants may

be either free of bacteria (9, 106) or completely invaded, especially
in the pith region (9).

Generally, however, the roots show little

evidence of infection even if this has occurred through the root system .
from the soil (9).

Ark (1) obtained negative results with root

inoculations while Strider (115) failed to produce uniform infections
by inoculating roots and suggested that in plants, growing under field
conditions, roots are not a common or favoured site for infection.
Originally C. michiganen s e was
invader (S, 106).

thought to be primarily a phloem

However, Bryan (9) subsequently reported the

bacterium initially to be present in the inner vessels of the wood and
only at later stages of pathogenesis in the phloem, pith and cortex of
the upper plant parts where

cavities are ultimately formed.

The

pith is often completely disrupted, particularly at the bases of
petioles, which are esp ecially susceptible (9).

Some researchers,

however, retain ed the belief that phloem invasion wa s the primary
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feature of early pathogenesis (61, 80, 123).
the

bacteriu~

Dow son (21) reported

in both the phloem and xylem during early stages of

disease development, but stated that, in older wood of wilting shoots,
the bacteria were mainly in the spiral vessels.

Layne and Rainforth

(70) reported the bacterium to be associated with vascular bundles,
but did not elaborate further.

On the other hand Cass Smith and Goss

(12) specifically claimed that it is the xylem that is primarily
invaded.
In the most comprehensive study to date on the pathological
histology of tomato plants infected with C. michiganense, Pine, Grogan
and Hewitt (91) paid special attention to the tissue invaded during
early stages of disease development and to longitudinal spread of the
bacterium in the upper stem portions of petiole-inoculated plants.
During the first 24 h after inoculation the bacterium invaded the
xylem elements only;

no movement outward from these vessels was seen

even though some were almost filled with masses of bacteria.

After

five days the bacterium was observed in pockets adjacent to invaded
xylem vessels.

Some of these pockets, resulting from lateral spread

of the bacteria, extended inward to the internal phloem and pith.
Rothwell (98) also reported breakdown of pith adjacent to invaded
conducting vessels.
According to Pine, Grogan and Hewitt (91) lateral movement of the
bacterium outward into the cortex was slow and followed a similar pattern
to the inward movement into the pith.

At no time did these authors

observe any extended longitudinal movement of the bacterium in sieve
tubes or in other phloem cells.

The rapid multiplication of bacterial

cells lodged in small clumps between the spiral thickenings, soon
resulted in the lumina of many xylem vessels becoming completely filled
with large numbers of the organism.
rapid between contiguous vessels of

Lateral spread, which was most
th~

same bundle, was initiated
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at the sites of bacterial aggregation where the primary cell wall was
apparently weakened.

Bacteria were observed in the intercellular

spaces in areas adjacent to sites where initial accumulation between
spiral thickenings had occurred.

This was ascribed to dissolution

of the pectic substances in the primary wall at these points, but the
exact mechanism by which breakdown of the wall developed was not
determined.

These authors studied only the histopathology of

diseased plants and spread of the pathogen through the plant tissue,
and did not investigate the mechanism responsible for wilting
associated with the disease.
Vessel plugging by various polymeric substances is the most
commonly accepted explanation of the wilt-inducing mechanism in plant
diseases (4, 6, 20, 42).

Bacterial phytopathogens in which vascular

occlusion has been implicated in wilting include Erwinia tracheiphila
and Phytomonas (Xanthomonas) stewarti (37), Xanthomonas phaseoli (71)
and Pseudomonas solanacearum (10, 51).

Hodson, Peterson and Riker

(42) propose that wilting is possibly correlated with the molecular
weight of the polymer involved, and that these substances mechanically
plug vessels.
According to Lelliott(72) the plant pathogenic corynebacteria
may be grouped into two categories, one containing organisms that cause
vascular wilts the other containing those species that produce
fasciations or hypertrophies.

Corynebacterium michiganense belongs

to the former category and forms a single group with the closely related
C. insidiosum and C. sepedonicum.
Two theories have been proposed concerning the wilt mechanism in
phytopathogenic Coryn e bacterium species, namely, the mechanical plugging
theory and the toxic action theory (114).

Lellio~

(72) states that

although some circumstantial evidence indicates that certain corynebacteria may produce wilt inducing toxins, the wilts caused by these
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species are probably the result of mechanical plugging of the vessels
and enzymatic disruption of the water conducting tissue.
Work on C. sepedonicum in tomato and C. insidiosum in lucerne
(109), C. flaccumfaciens in beans (128) and C. michiganense in tomato
L?atino-Mendez, cited by Rai and Strobel (942/, led the researchers
to suggest that vessel plugging was the major cause of 'wilting
observed in their experimental plants.

Ries (96) is of the opinion

that the mechanism of wilt caused by C. insidiosum in lucerne may be
vessel plugging, in addition to some other unspecified mechanism.

It

has been suggested that a bacterial secretion, which is either
mechanically active or

feebl~

tOXic, might be responsible for the

symptoms produced in tomato by C. sepedonicum (86).
Other authors consider toxins to be more important and express
the opinion that the polysaccharides (glycopeptides) produced by

~

michiganense (92, 93, 94), C. sepedonicum (39, 92, 116, 117, 118, 119)
and C. insidiosum (92, 117) arephytotoxins that cause wilting by
damaging various host cell membranes, causing a water imbalance in the
host, rather than by mechanically plugging the vessels of infected
plants.

These phytotoxic polysaccharides are all nonspecific,

antigenic, and serologically related (92).

According to Rai and

Strobel (94) electron microscopy of the vascular tissue of wilted C.
michiganense-toxin-treated tomato plants shows no indication of
occlusions in the vessels or in any of the other cells in this region.
Unfortunately these authors presented no electron micrographs.
Strobel and Hess (118) published electron micrographs of C. sepedonicuminfected tomato stem tissue.

However, their study was conceined

mainly with membrane damage to chloroplasts and mitochondria, disruption
of plasmalemmae and cell walls in non-conducting tissue and no reference
was made to vessel occlusion.
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strobel (117), discussing C. sepedonicum and C. insidiosum,
concluded that, although there is good evidence for a toxic effect
on cellular membranes, the possibility still exists that vascular
plugging occurs in infected plants and that bacteria, bacterial
slime and various host polymers could all be involved in plug
formation.
The present electron microscopic study investigates both the ,'
spread of C. michiganense in the tissues of young infected tomato '
plants and progressive tissue breakdown during pathogenesis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Twenty tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum Mill."Homestead") plantlets
were grown from healthy seed until approximately 15 cm tall and then
transferred to flasks containing modified Hoagland and Arnon (41)
nutrient solution as described in Chapter 2.

In this experiment,

however, plant inoculations were made, after a one week adaptation
period, by severing with a sterile scalpel, 0,5 cm from the base, a
petiole located approximately midway between the crown and stem apex
and applying, with a sterile pipette, a drop of Corynebacterium
michiganense suspension, 10

5

surface of the petiole stump.

bacteria/ml distilled water, to the cut
The ten control plantlets were

similarly treated except that a drop . of sterile distilled water was
applied instead of the bacterial suspension.
A similar procedure to that described in Chapter 2 was used to
follQw both the spread of the organism in the host tissues and the
progressive stages of tissue damage.

In this case a single test and

a corresponding control plant were removed every 24 h, over a period
of 240 h, and cut transversely, into 5 mm pieces, from the apex of the
stem to the tip of the root.

These tissue portions wers fixed,

dehydrated and plastic-embedded in sequence as described in Chapter 1.
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Longitudinal and transverse sections were cut on a Reichert
OMU3 ultramicrotome and stained for electron microscopy as described
in Chapter 1.

RESULTS
In the sections examined 24 h after inoculation the bacterium is
found in small numbers restricted to a few vessels of the stem, 2cm
below attachment of the inoculated petiole, mainly in close association with the vessel wall LPlate

28(ai/.

Forty-eight hours after

inoculation spread of the organism had progressed to approximately
3,5 cm below the base of the inoculated petiole, the bacterium passing
through the open end walls of the vessel elements LPlate 28(b27.

At

this time the number of bacteria in the xylem vessels, 2 cm below the
attachment of the inoculated petiole, had increased significantly
compared to the numbers seen 24 h previously LPlate 28(c27.

The bac-

teria partially fill the lumen of the vessel and enter between the
spiral thickenings, causing the primary wall to bulge slightly into
the adjacent non-invaded vessel LPlate

28(c17.

During the next 24 h

period bacterial movement through the vessels in the stem progresses
to a point 5 cm below the inoculated petiole and bacterial numbers,
between this point and the petiole stump, increase as shown in Plate
28(d).

A relatively bacterium-free region separates those bacterial

cells that lodge between the spiral thickenings of the vessel walls
and those that aggregate in a central position in the lumen of the
vessel LPlate 28(di/.
Ninety-six hours after inoculation bacteria are observed for the
first time in vessels of the stem at positions up to 2,5 cm above "the
inoculated

petiole, while downward movement has progressed to 8,5 em

below the site of inoculation.

At this time the vessels, 2,5 cm below

the site of inoculation, are filled with masses of bacteria and some
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fibrillar material LPlate

29(al/.

The numbers of bacteria in the

interspiral regions increase, and may cause the partially degraded
primary walls to bulge into the contiguous non-invaded vessel
LPlate

29(al/ and rarely into the adjacent bacterium-free parenchyma

cells LPlate 29(bl/.
The reaction of the primary walls to the presence of bacteria
varies considerably during the early stages of pathogenesis LPlates
28(c), 29(a), 29(b) and 29(cl/ and bulging of the walls, where it
occurs, is usually more pronounced between contiguous invaded and noninvaded vessels that it is between invaded vessels and adjacent noninvaded parenchyma cells LPlates 28(c) and 29(a27.
the bulging seen in Plate 29(b) is rare.

In this respect

In the xylem parenchyma

cells adjoining invaded vessels the cytoplasm rapidly degenerates
LPlates 29(a) and

29(bl/.

Swelling and shredding of the primary wall of invaded vessels,
first observed in sections cut 96 h after inoculation LPlate 29(cl/,
are common features of this disease and are seen repeatedly as
pathogenesis progresses.

Between contiguous vessels, either or-both

invaded, the adjoining primary walls swell and shred LPla~es 31(a),
32(d), 33(b), 33(d), 34(b) and 34(cl/.

In cases where an invaded or

non-invaded parenchyma cell adjoins an

invaded vessel it is only- the

primary wall of the vessel that undergoes these changes, the wall of
the parenchyma cell remaining, initially at least, apparently unaffected
LPlates 29(c), 30(a), 30(c), 30(d), 37(a), 37(b), 37(c) and 37(c) insei/.

During this process of swelling and shredding large amounts

of fibrillar material may be released and in many cases the bacteria
occur in cleared areas within the penetrated and separated swollen network of fibrillar material LPlates 29(c), 30(a), 30(c), 31(a), 32(d),
33(d) and 34(bl/.

In some instances the swollen wall is not

penetrated by the bacteria LPlate

32(al/.
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Although portions of the 5 mm lengths of tissue, cut from the
entire length of the plant, continued to be examined, it was found
that the progressive stages of pathogenesis, observed in the tissue
2-3 cm below the site of inoculation, were representative of changes
in other parts of the pL3nt and therefore all subsequent electron micrographs are, unless otherwise stated, of tissue from this position
in the host.
Continued breakdown of vessel primary wall structure, between
96 - 120 h after inoculation, results in the spiral thickenings, often
still attached to portions of the degenerated primary wall, coming
adrift, thereby facilitating bacterial entry into the space which
develops between the degenerating primary wall and the wall of an
adjacent parenchyma cell L?late

30(al/.

This space continues to

enlarge during the next 24 h LPlate 30(b17, due to bacterial activity
on the vessel primary wall material LPlate 30(cl/.

The bacterium

appears able also to separate the bases of spiral thickenings from
their attachment to the primary wall LPlate 30(dl/.

At this stage of

pathogenesis, 144 h after inoculation, the bacteria were observed in
sections cut from the stem 12 cm below and 7 cm above the inoculated
petiole.
As mentioned above swelling and shredding of walls are common
features and in some cases the primary walls between contiguous vessels
were seen to be considerably swollen 144 h after inoculation L~ompare
Plates 31(a) and 3l(a) - insei(.

Similar phenomena are seen where a

vessel and parenchyma cell abut L~ompare Plates 32(a) and 32(bll.
Occasionally tyloses are observed bulging into LPlate 3l(al/ and, in
some cases, completely bridging the lumen of the vessel, being wedged
between the spiral thickenings LPlate 3l(bl/.

At this time after

inoculation. small numbers of bacteria were seen in a few degenerating
xylem parenchyma cells adjacent to invaded vessels LPlate 3l(c.2/.
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Some bacteria in close contact with vessel primary walls, at positions
between spiral thickenings, are surrounded by a relatively wide
electron-transparent zone, possibly indicating the presence of capsular
material LPlates. 31{d) and 31{e27.
.

An electron-dense layer of fine

granular material, in which the bacteria are occasionally partly
embedded, accumulates against the primary wall

LPla~31{e27.

Certain regions of the primary walls of vessels are sometimes
entirely destroyed without becoming swollen and penetrated by the
bacteria LPlates 32{c) and 33{bl/.

Alternatively the contiguous

primary walls may rupture, without being penetrated or markedly
degraded, enabling the bacteria to move freely between the adjacent
vessels LPlate 33{al/.

It is at about this time, 144 h after

inoculation, that the test plants first show signs of wilting.
In addition to the primary wall material the bars of secondary
thickening are apparently degraded during advanced stages of pathogenesis as indicated in sections cut 168 h after inoculation LPlate
34{a27·

The spiral thickenings may remain attached to the residual

primary wall material which, at this stage of disease development,
forms convolutions into which the bacteria pass LPlate 34 (bl/.
Swelling and shredding of contiguous vessel primary walls occurs also
in apparently non-invaded vessels in which even the bases of the bars
of secondary thickening may be affected LPlate 34{c17.
At

th~s

time the bacteria are in the vessels at the crown and stem

apex, 14cm below and 15 cm above the site of inoculation respectively,
and ~pread laterally from vessel to vessel in the vascular bundles.
The bacterial cells are not evenly distributed in or among the vessels
LPlate

35{al/.

In addition to vessels with spiral thickening vessels

with scalariform.secondarY walls are also invaded LPlate 35{bl/.

In

the outermost vessels of a xylem bundle bacteria aggregate in the
spaces between bars of secondary thickening causing the primary wall
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to form protruberances that bulge into the lumen of the adjacent noninvaded parenchyma cell some of which are seen to be ruptured with
released bacteria in the adjacent parenchyma cell LPlate 35(c17.
A coarse, granular, electron-dense material accumulates within the
surrounding degenerated parenchyma cells LPlates 35(c) and

35(d17.

At this stage of pathogenesis, 168 h after ,inoculation, the test
plants are severely wilted and the primary walls between many contiguous
vessels and parenchyma cells have disappeared completely, enabling
the bacteria to pass freely between coils of the detached spirals
that remain intact among the masses of bacterial cells LPlates 36(a),
36(b) and 36(c17.

In scalariform vessels the bacteria occasionally

aggregate in distinctly demarcated areas against the bars of secondary
thickening LPlate 36(dl/.
The bacterium appears to multiply rapidly in xylem parenchyma
cells when these lie between vessels LPlates 37(a) and 37(cl/,
however, the primary wall of the parenchyma cell remains relatively
unaffected LPlates 37(b), 37(c) and 37(c) - inseil.

Even under these

circumstances it is primarily the outer layers of the xylem vessel
wall that are degraded, the wall of the parenchyma cell and the inner
layers of the vessel wall initially remaining virtually unaffected
LPlates 37(a) and 37(b17.
As pathogenesis progresses the bacteria spread laterally to the
outermost vessels of a bundle as previously mentioned.

In some cases,

however, instead of bulging into the adjacent parenchyma cell the
primary wall of the vessel disappears entirely in some regions,
enabling the bacteria to move out of the vessel.

The wall of ' the

adjacent parenchyma cell becomes indented, allowing the bacteria to
move into the resulting large space LPlate 38(a27.

Continued wall

destruction and cell collapse leads to extensive tissue degeneration
and the formation of large bacterium-filled cavities, the collapsed
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cells apparently becoming compressed into a dense layer on the periphery
of the cavity LPlate 3B(b27.

Large amounts of electron-dense amorphous

material, similar to that seen in invaded xylem parenchyma cells
LPlate 31(c27, accumulate in the disrupted ' tissue filled with bacteria
LPlate 3B(c27.

From the cavities,which in some instances attain

large proportions, the bacteria move between the host parenchyma cells,
apparently by dissolving the cementing substances, and, by continued
multiplication, cause the host cells to separate LPlate 3B(d27.

The

isolated cells are plasmolysed and the cytoplasmic contents degenerate

LPla~e 3B(d27.
At this stage of pathogenesis, 168 h after inoculation, the phloem
tissues, especially the sieve elements, are still free from bacteria
but show extensive cytoplasmic disorganization L?late 39(a27.

The

bacteria spread through the ground tissue and enter the phloem region
approximately 192 h after inoculation LPlate 39(b27.

Multiplication

of the bacteria between the phloem parenchyma cells causes the latter
to separate and collapse, resulting in the formation of large
bacterium-filled spaces adjacent to the sieve elements LPlates 39(b)
and 39(clJ.

Progressive degeneration of the nucleus and cytoplasmic

contents of companion cells is shown in Plates 39(b) and 39(c).
After 216 h the bacteria are seen in the phloem elements, of which
they fill the lumina, and occasionally between invaded elements where
the middle lamella is undergoing dissolution LPlate 40(a27.

During

the next 24 h the phloem cells collapse and many small vesicular
structures form in the resulting oavities between the collapsed
bacterium-containing cells LPlates 40(b) and 40(c27.

After this

the tissue became unsuitable for electron microscopic observation as
the test plants were completely collapsed.
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PLATE 28. (a) Few bacteria (B) in cLose contact with walls (VW) of smaller vessels (XV) in stem 2,5 em below inoculation site after
24 h. (x 4 200.) (b) Bacteria in vesseL 3,5 em from inocuLation site after 48 h. Note increased number of organisms I passage of bacteria
through opm. end-walls of vessel element (XV) and cLumping of the bacteria (arrows). No damage to vessel walls (XV) is apparent. (x 4 200.)
~) Stem vessel 2,5 em below inoculation site after 48 h. Note increased number of bacteria in lumen of vessel compared to 24 h previousLy
LPlate 28(a)J. Bacteria aggregate between spiral thickenings (ST) and primary wall (PW) bulges slightly into adjacent non-invaded vessel, XV;
no bulging occurs between invaded vessel and adjacent xylem parenchyma cell, XP. (x 4 200.) (d) Stem tissue 2,5 em below inoculation site
after 72 h. Bacteria, many of which appear to have lysed (LB), have further increased in number, Note relatively bacterium-free region (BF)
between bacteria aggregated in central lumen of vessel and those between the spiral thickenings, ST. (x 5 900.)
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PLA.TE 29. (a)-(c) Stem tissue 2,5 em below inoculation site after 96 h. (a) Lumen of vessel filled with masses of bacteria and some
flbr1llar material, FM. Bacterial action on primary wall (PW) between spirai thickenings (ST) causes weakened wal! to bulge (arrows) into
adjacent non-invaded vessel, xv. Note only sUght buiglng into adjacent non-invaded xylem parenchyma cel! (XP) in which cytoplasm (DC) is
degenerating. (x 3 900. ) (b) Primary walls between invaded vessel (XV) and non-invaded xylem parenchyma cell (XP) swell and bulge, causing
separation of the walls in region of middle lamella (arrows). Note accumulation of dense masses of granular material (GM) in lumen of parenchyma cell and relatively unaffected primary walls (PW) between the invaded vessel and contiguous nem-invaded vessel (broken arrows).
(x 15 300.) (e) Shredding of swollen primary wall (PW) of vessel (XV) With concomitant release of masses of fibrillar material, FM. Note
bacteria in clear areas (arrows within the released. fibrillar material, and unaffected wall of xylem parenchyma cell, XP . (x 5 900.)
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XP

(c)
PLATE 30. (aHd) Stem tissue 2,5 em below site of inoculation. (a) Bacteria in space (8) between shredded primary wall (SPW) of
vessel (XV) and primary wall of adjacent parenchyma cell (XP) 120 h after inoculation. Remnants of degraded primary wall of vessel
still attached to secondary thickenings, ST. (x 10 800.) (b) Vessel primary wall (PW) and m1ddellamella (ML) breakdown after 144 h.
Note continued bacterial enzyme action has caused space (S) to enlarge. (x 10 800.) (c) Almost complete dissolution of shredded primary
wall (SPW) of invaded vessel (XV), 144 h after inoculation. Primary wall (PW) of adjacent xylem parenchyma cell (XP) appears unaffected,
retaining Its layered appearance. (x 23 500.) (d) Partial degradation of base of secondary thickening (ST) at position of attachment (arrows)
to primary wall reSidue, SPW. (x 23 500. )
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PLATE 31. (a)-(e) Infected stem tissue 2,5 em below site of inoculation after 144 h. (a) Swelling and shredding of entire primary wall
complex (arrows) between contiguous vessels (XV) to many times thickness of primary wall complex between vessels in healthy tomato, inset. (x 4 150.) Bacteria penetrate the swollen walls and destroy the shredded material with resultant [ormation of cavities, Be. Note
tyloses (T) bulging Into lumen of vessel from adjacent parenchyma cell, XP. (x 4 150. ) (b) Tyloses ('1') wedged between spiral thickenings (ST)
completely bridging lumen of vessel, XV. Note degenerating cell contents in lower tylosis. (x 4 150.) (e) Bacteria (B) and mass of electrondense material (ED) in degenerating xylem parenchyma cell (XP) adjacent to invaded vessel, XV. Note dissolution of vessel primary wall (PW)
in regions between bars of secondary thickening (ST) which appear unaffected. Primary wall (PW) and middle lamella (ML) between contiguous xylem parenchyma cells also relatively unaffected. (x 9 200.) (d) Large amOWlts of capsular material (eM) surround some bacteria (B)
In close proximity to vessel wall (VW) which appears unaffected. (x 28 100.) (e) Layer of fine granular material (GM) accumulated against
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PLATE 32. (a)-(d) Stem tissue 2,5 cm below cut surtace ot pellole alter 144 h. (a), (c) and (d) Infected; (b) healthy. (a) Swelling of
primary wall material (PW) between invaded xylem :essel (XV) and adjacent non-invaded parenchyma cell. XP. Note shredding of material
(arrows) occurs primarily on vessel side of separating wall complex. (x 14 100.) (b) Healthy material showing structure of the primary
wall complex (PW) between xylem vessel (XV) and adjacent parenchyma cell, XP. (x 14 000. ) (c) Bacteria in vessel (XV) are aggregated
In spaces between spiral thickenings (ST) which appear to be shredding (arrolVs). Primary wall (PW) showing advanced degradation has
disappeared in some places (broken arrows) . (x 19 300.) 4d) Advanced stage of primary wall dissolution with bacteria penetrating the
fabric of the shredded walls. Residual fibrillar material (I'M) remains attached to spiral thickenings (ST) which may become displaced
(~ows). (x 20 800.)
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PLATE 33.

(a)- (d) Infected stem tissue 2,5 em below site of inoculation after 144 h. (a) Complete rupture of primary wall complex
(arrows) between contiguous vessels, XV. Bacteria aggregate in close proximity to the primary walls in regions between spiral thickenings,ST . A cell (CE), below the plane of the adjacent vessels, is free of bacteria. (x 5850.) (b) Contiguous vessels (XV) with partially
intact middle lamella (arrows) between degraded primary walls, PW. Note large amounts of fine granular material (GM) accumulated in
lumen of vessel at left. (x 19 500.) (e) Bacteria multiplying in space (S) formed in the primary wall material (PW) between adjacent
vessels, XV. NOle that splitting seems to occur in the swollen primary wall material of invaded vessel while the middle lamella (MI.)
remains partially intact. (x 19200.) (d) Large bacterium-filled pockets rorming within the primary cell wall material of invaded vessel,
XV. Note continuity between primary wall at point of attachment (TL) of bars of secondary thickening (ST) and material of inner layer of
VPR."Ipl umll RlIrrnlllnrlinu

t~
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PLATE 34. (a}-(e) Infected stem tissue 2,5 em below inoculation site after 168 h. (a) lnvaded vessel showing shredding and dissolution
of the bars of secondary thickening (ST) some of which are almost completely degraded (arrows) while others remain largely intact (broken
arrows), Primary walls (PW) also show shredding. Note degenerating cytoplasm (DC) in adjacent parenchyma cells, XP. (x 58 75.)
(b) Invaded vessel shoWing infolding of fibrillar residual primary wall material (FM) which may remain attached to secondary thickenings, ST.
Bacteria entcr the convoluted region and penetrate the fibrillar material (FM) with resultant formation of clear pockets (arrows). (x 11 000.)
(c)
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PLATE 35. (a)-(d) Infected stem tissue 2,5 em below site of inoculation after 168 h. (a) Adjacent vessels (XV) showing uneven distribution
of bacteria. (x 4 625.) (b) In vasion of vessel \vith scalariform secondary tWckening, SeT. Note bacterium-filled protruberances (P) bulging
into lumina of adjacent non-invaded cell. Parenchyma cell (XP) adjacent to vessel contains degenerating cytoplasm (DC) and bacterial cells,
B. (x 4 100.) (e) Bacteria aggregated in interspiral regions in an outer vessel of bWldle. Primary wall (PW) forms bacterium-filled protruberances that bulge between spiral thickenings (ST) into lumen of adjacent xylem parenchyma ceU (XP) which contains degenerate cytoplasm
(DC) and fine granular material, GM. Note ruptured protruberance (arrows) and released. bacteria (B) in lumen of parenchyma cell . Adjoining parenchyma cell below is filled with coarse granular material (GM) and electron-dense amorphous material, AM. (x 5 850.)
(d) Detail of boxed area indicated in Plate 35 (c), showing structure of granular material (GM) and layer of el ectron-dense amorphoo.s
material (AM) adhering to cell walls, CWo (x 15 850.)
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(d) ,
PLATE 36. (a)- (d) Infected stem tissue 2, 5 em below inoculati on site after 168 h. (a) Tissue breakdown showing compl ete absence
(arrows) of primary wal l s between s piral thickenings (ST) of contiguous vessel (XV) and xylem parenchyma cell , XP. Note absence of
degradation in scalariform walls. (x 4 150. ) (b) Detail of boxed area in Plate 36(a) showing bacteria passing freely between spiral
thickenings (ST) in regions where primary wall has disappeared (arrows). Note spirals (ST) and abutting thickened wall (TW) a r e not degraded. (x 11 200.) (c) Bacteria passing (ar rows) between spiral thickenings (ST) of contiguous vessels (XV) and abutting parenchyma
cell . XP. Note primary wal l of scalariform vessel protruding (thick .arrows) into lumen of adjacent parenchyma cell (XP) at top left.
(x 5900. ) (d) Bacteria in scalariform vessel aggregated in distinctly demarcated areas against the thickening bars, ST. (x 85 00.)

. ~."
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PLATE 37. <a)-(e) Infected stem tissue 2, 5 e m below site of inoculation after 168 h. <a) Swelling and shredding of vessel outer primary
wall layers (arrows) between contiguous vessel (XV) and parenchyma cell, XP. Note aggregation of bacteria in both vessel and parenchyma
cell. (x 5 875 . ) (b) Detail of boxed area in Plate 37(a) showing normal layered appearance (arrows) of wall of invaded parenchyma cell, XP.
Note swelling and shredding of vessel outer primary wall layers and partial disorganization of inner layer of vessel primary wall (broken
arrows). (x 12 350.) (e) Large numbers of bacterta in xylem parenchyma cell (XP) between two vessels, XV. Note primary wall (PW) of
invaded vessel is degraded (arrows) whereas that of adjacent invaded parenchyma cell is unaffected (broken arrows). (x 4 200.) Inset.
Detail of boxed area shOwing degradation of vessel primary wall, PW. Note intac t mMdle lamella (ML) and unaffected primary wall of
adjacent parenchyma cell, XP. Bases of secondary thickenings also show partial degradation (arrows). (x 14 000.)
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PLATE 38. (a)-(d) Infected stem tissue 2. 5 em below inoculation site after 168 h. (a) Vessel on periphery of bundle showing passage of
bacteria into intercellular space (IS) at pLaces (arrows) where degraded primary wall (PW) has disappeared. Note indented wall (broken
a r rows) of contiguous xylem parenchyma cell (XP) and bacteria in enlarged intercellular space (IS) at top left. (x 4 375.) (b) Tissue
disruption showing bacteria in collapsing xylem vessel (XV) on periphery of bundle and in a cavity forming in the disrupted parenchymatous
ground tissue, PT. Note remains of compressed parenchyma cells (arrows) between the invaded vessel (XV) and bacterium-containing
cavity, PT. (x 4 525.) (e) Bacteria in cavity (PT) within disrupted parenchyrnatw8 ground tissue. Note large amount of amorphous
electron-dense material (ED) adjacent to collapsing xylem vessel wall, VW. (x 4 600.) (d) Bacteria between cells (PC) of the parenchymatous ground tissue. Note separation of the cells (arrows) with resultant (ormation of cavities, CA. (x 11 900.)
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PLATE 39. (a) Montage of phloem tissue in infected stem 2,5 em below slte of inoculation showing sieve rubes (SW) and companion
cells (ee) free of bacteria 168 h after inoculation. Cytoplasm of adjacent phloem parenchyma cells (PP) is degenerating. Note accumulation of electron-dense material at sieve plates (arrows). (x 4 200.) (b) Phloem tissue 168 h after inoculation showing peripheral
cytoplasm (arrows) and almost normal appearance of nucleus (N) in companion cell, ce. Note fibrillar material, possibly P-protein,
in sieve tubes, SW. Phloem parenchyma cells (PP) are collapsed within the bacterium-filled cavtty. (x 4 200. ) (c) Bacteria in spaces
between collapsed phloem parenchyma cells (PP) 192 h after inoculation. Note bacteria entering the intercellular space (broken arrows)
between a sieve tube (SW) and companion cell (CC) In which the nucleus (N) and cytoplasm are degenerated.

(x 4 200.)
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PLATE 40. (a) Bacteria within sieve tubes (SW) and companion cells (Vt:) in stem tisBue 2,5 em from inoculation site after 216 h. Note
dissolution of middle lamella (ML) and bacteria within the resultant cavity (arrows). In some cell s bacteria, aggregated in central lumen,
are surrounded by bacterium-free zone (FR) adjacent to cell eall, CWo (x 8300.) (h) Infected stem tissue 2,5 em below inoculation site
after 240 h, showing collapsed bacterium-containing phloem elements (PH). Note large number of vesicular structures (VS) in the spaces (IS)
formed between the collapsing cell walls , CWo (x 4 200.) (c) Detail of boxed area In P late 40(b) showing the vesicular structures (VS) within
the spaces (IS) formed between collapsing phloem el ements, PH. (x 11 200. )
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DISCUSSION
According to Beckman (4) swelling of the walls of infected
vessels can be ascribed to an increase in acidity, or the presence
of .cation complexing organic acids which may serve to weaken and
loosen the lattice structure of the polymeric substance in the
primary walls and middle lamellae.

All the evidence presented in

the present study indicates that where an invaded xylem vessel lies
adjacent to a non-invaded vessel the contiguous walls and the middle
lamella are all subject to bacterial attack LPlates 29(a), 31(a), 32(c),
32(d), 33(a), 33(b), and 33{c.2/.

Complete degradation of the

walls may be preceded by swelling and shredding of their structural
components LPlates 31(a) and 32(d.2/, or the walls may degenerate
without swelling LPlates 32(c), ' 33(a) and 33(b.2/.

On the other hand

when an invaded vessel lies adjacent to a non-invaded parenchyma cell
the vessel wall is degraded

b~t

the middle lamella and contiguous

parenchyma cell wall remain, initially at least, relatively unaffected
LPlates 29(c), 30(a), 30(c) and 30(d.2/.

This seems to indicate that

during the early stages of pathogenesis it is mainly cellulolytic
enzymes produced by the bacteria that are involved in tissue
degradation.

As degradation of primary wall material, and later of

middle lamella material occurs in both the presence LPlates 29(b),
29(c), 30(a), 30(b), 30(c), 30(d), 31(a), 32(a), 32(c), 32(d), 33(b),
33(c), 33(d), 34.(b), 37(c) and 37(c) - inseY and in the absence
LPlate 34(cl/ of bacteria, it seems that extracellular enzymes produced
by the bacteria and transported in the conducting tissue of the host,
play an important role in pathogenesis.

Larson (68) reported possible

enzyme action in advance of the bacteria in tomato plants infected
with C. sepedonicum.
The subsequent complete dissolution of all layers of the primary
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walls of vessels LPlates 30(c), 32(c) and 32(d2! and parenchyma cells
LPlates 36(a), 36(b) and 36(c2!, together with the ability of the
bacterium to degrade the area of attachment of secondary thickening
and primary wall LPlate 30(d2! and also possibly the secondary
thickening itself LPlate 34(a27, indicate that

c.

all the enzymes necessary to degrade plant cell

michiganense produces
~all

substances.

Passage of C. michiganense between contiguous vessels has been reported
by Pine, Grogan and Hewitt (91), but the actual mechanism of wall
breakdown was not elucidated.
The observation that the bacterium moves only in a downward
direction from the inoculated petiole and that no upward movement occurs
in the vessels of the stem until approximately 96 h after inoculation,
is essentially similar to the observations made by Pine, Grogan and
Hewitt (91).

These authors suggested that the bacterium moves down-

ward in the leaf trace until the spiral vessel elements of the traces
join the vessels of the main axis lower down in the stem, after which
upward movement in the vessels of the stem is rapid.
Apart from the relative ease of movement in vessels, the apparent
susceptibility and resistance to bacterial attack shown by the primary
walls of vessels and those of parenchyma cells respectively, · may
account for the rapid vertical and slow horizontal spread observed in
the present study and previously reported by others (9, 91, 98).

The

relationship between the bacterium and the primary wall varies
considerably during the process of degradation;

in some instances the

bacteria penetrate the disorganized wall layers causing them to
separate prior to undergoing complete degradation LPlates 30(8), 30(c),
30(d), 32(d), 33(c) and 33(d17, whereas in others the wall is degraded
without being penetrated by the bacteria LPlates.30(b), 32(c), 33(a)
and 33(b17.

.

Which of these relationships occurs. in any particular

instance is possibly related to the stage of development of the vessel
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or cell since the primary wall, being formed chiefly during enlargement
of the cell, itself undergoes surface enlargement which affects the
orientation of the component cellulose microfibrils (25).

On the

other hand the physical presence- of bacteria appears, in some
instances, to be unnecessary for degradation of primary wall materials
LPlate 34(cl/, so that penetration or non-penet~ation by the bacteria
might be of little significance.
The ability of C. michiganense to invade

ves~elswith

most forms

of secondary wall thickening indicates a marked wall degrading
capacity of this pathogen.
between phloem cells LPlate

The dissolution of middle lamella material

40(al/, the separating of the elements of

the phloem LPlates 39(b) and 39(cl/ and the subsequent collapse of the
bacterium-filled phloem cells during advanced stages of pathogenesis
LPlates 40(b) and 40(c2/, could explain the conclusion reached by
some researchers (61, 80, 106, 123) that C. michiganense is primarily
a phloem pathogen.

In the present study it was found that the xylem

vessels are initially invaded, the phloem becoming invaded only during
later stages of pathogenesis, after the bacteria have escaped from
the infected xylem vessels and spread to the phloem through the
intervening parenchymatous ground tissue.

Similar results Were

obtained by Pine, Grogan and Hewitt (91).

My findings that much

of the phloem tissue is rapidly disrupted, many of the cells collapsing
completely only 24 h after apparently first becoming invaded, tend to
contradict the statement made by these authors, that the bacteria do
not move about freely in the phloem tissue.
The various materials observed in the spaces between separating
cells LPlates 35(c), 35(d), 37(c), 38(b), 38(c), 40(b) and 40(c17
could be either host degradation products or bacterial products which,
according to Bloch (6), are difficult to separate in slowly proceeding
defence reactions that involve many host cells.

In vessels and,
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apart from degenerating cytoplasm, within cells, the major amount of
degraded material consists of host cell wall products, as in many of
the electron micrographs it is still attached to either the
remaining primary wall residues {Plates 29(c), 30(c), 3l(a), 32(a), .
34(a), 37(b), 37(c) and 37(c) - insei7, or to the secondary thickenings
LPlates 30(a), 30(b), 30(c), 30(d), 3l(a), 32(d)., 34(a), 34(b) and
34(c17 as a reticulate network of fibrillar material.

Additional

proof for the host origin of this material is the apparent ability of
the bacteria to degrade ' it further LPlates 29(c), 30(c), 32(d) and

34(b17·
As mentioned in the

int~oduction

to this chapter there are two

theories concerning the wilt mechanism of Corynebacterium species.
These are the mechanical vessel plugging theory and the toxic action
theory in which substances, produced by the bacterium, damage host
cell membranes.
Generally where vessel plugging has been suggested as a contributory factor to wilting in Corynebacterium-incited plant diseases,
the organisms under consideration have been C. insidiosum (13, 56,
109, 117), C. sepedonicum (109, 117) or C. flaccumfaciens (128)
rather than C. michiganense.

However, Wellhausen (124) reported the

vessels of C. michiganense-inoculated maize, which is a non-host, to
be plugged with bacterial slime, and Patino-Mendez, as cited by
Strobel and Hess ·ellS), concluded that, since difficulty was
experienced in drawing water through C. michiganense-infected tomato
plants, the wilt mechanism may involve plugging of the vessels.
Apart from these two references a search of the literature revealed
no research paper implicating vessel plugging as the mechanism of
wilt in C. michiganense-infected plants.

It is ' perhaps significant

that in the two most comprehensive light microscope investigations on
the pathological histology of tomato plants infected with C. michiganense
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(9, 91) no mention is made of vessel plugging.
Apart from a few vessels in which small amounts of some debris
occurred among the bacteria LPlate 29(a27, or in which the bacterial
cells appeared to be surrounded by capsular material LPlates 31(d)
and 31(e27, or in which occasional tyloses occurred LPlates 31(a)
and 31(b27, no vessel plugging material or struc~ures were present
in sufficient quantities to account for the wilting seen in the
present investigation.

The absence of large amounts of plant

degradation products, bacterial extracellular material, or dense ·
masses of bacterial cells, in the vessels, indicates that in bacterial
canker of tomato vessel plugging is apparently not a major factor
the wilt mechanism;

particularly as large amounts of

in

polysaccharid~

are thought to be necessary to produce wilting (20).

As wilting of

the test plants occurred after 144 h, at which time few vessels contained
large numbers of bacteria, it seems unlikely that plugging of vessels
with bacterial cells is a major contributing factor to wilting.
Raiand Strobel (94) are also of the opinion that the wilt
mechanism in C. michiganense-infected tomato plants does not involve
vessel plugging.

They suggest that wilting is due to the action

of a membrane-damaging toxin as the amount of toxic material taken up
by their experimental tomato cutt i ngs (46,5 to 58,0

~g)

was too small

to cause vessel plugging and report that electron microscopic
examination of diseased plant material showed no plugging of vessels.
However, as no electron micrographs were published comparison with the
present work is not possible.

Electron micrographs of unidentified,

non-conducting cells from tomato stems infected with C. sepedonicum

(118r

show damage to the bounding and internal membrane systems of

chloroplasts and mitochondria, and the disruption of the plasma
membrane which, according to the authors, is caused by the toxin
produced by this organism.
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Since this thesis is essentially a comparative ultrastructural
investigation of the effects of three bacterial vascular pathogens on
the conducting tissues of their respective hosts, no attempt was made,
at this stage, to investigate

th~

possible involvement of toxic

substances on the membrane system of cells in non-vascular tissue.
Disorganization of some membranous material, which could possibly
be due to toxic action, was observed in phloem cells Lflates 39(c),
40(b) and 40(c27 and in xylem parenchyma cells adjacent to both
invaded Lflates 29(a), 29(b), 29(c) and 34(a27 and non-invaded
LPlate 3l(a27 vessels.

However, as already mentioned, the nature

of the present study does not permit definite ascription of this
damage to the action of a toxin produced by the pathogen.
In addition to its disruptive action on cell membranes the toxin
produced by

c.

sepedonicum is reported to affect the structure' of cell

walls, the distinct pattern of layering, observed in the walls of
healthy cells, being destroyed (118).

However, in view of the complete

dissolution of primary wall material in xylem vessels LPlates 32(d),
33(d), 36(a), 36(b) and 36(c27, and in some instances possibly of
secondary wall material also LPlate 34(a27, it is unlikely that the
wall destruction associated with the bacterial canker disease of
tomato is due to the action of a toxin produced by the pathogen.
Thus it appears that
of a very

ac~ive ' enzyme

c.

michiganense depends largely on possession

system for its pathogenicity.

The organism

is able to degrade completely most, if not all, plant cell wall
components.

As the primary wall materials are degraded most rapidly

it would seem that the organism possesses a particularly active
complement of cellulases and/or hemicellulases.

The apparent

dissolution of secondary thickened walls as well as middle lamella
materials suggests the possible additional action of lignanolytic
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and pecfinolytic enzymes.

It is conceivable that the combined action

of these enzymes is responsible for the complete vascular tissue
breakdown and consequential wilting, that are such characteristic
features of advanced stages of bacterial canker disease in tomato.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Xanthomonas campestris, Pseudomonas solanacearum and Corynebacterium
michiganense are all xylem invading bacterial pathogens, but show marked
differences in the mechanism of their pathogenicity.
In the black rot disease of cabbage incited by X. campestris the
bacteria act on the primary walls at sites between the spiral
thickenings.

Complete, dissolution of the primary wall in some

interspiral regions enables the bacteria to pass into adjacent vessels.
Within invaded vessels the bacteria are embedded in a matrix of
fibrillar beaded material.

Separation of the spiral thickening from

the primary wall is accomplished by a 'shredding' of the latter, a
phenomenon not observed in healthy tissue.

Such shredding, which

occurs initially on the exposed wall layer results in swelling of the
primary wall residue · and release of masses of fibrillar material similar
to that which surrounds the bacteria.
Complete disappearance of primary wall material is not as commonly
observed in this disease, or in bacterial wilt incited by P. solanacearum,
as in bacterial canker, incited by C. michiganense.

In X. campestris-

infected cabbage a granular residue, composed apparently of a lignic
component of the vessel primary wall usually remains.

The secondary

thickenings are not noticeably degraded except occasionally at their
bases.

In addition to the fibrillar material a reticulate substance,

which appears to be composed largely of host material, possibly a
mixture of disorganised cellulose and lignin microfibrils, completely
or partially plugs some of the vessels in infected leaf veins.
The plugs conceivably act as a host defence mechanism since they
form in seemingly non-invaded vessels at sites where bacterial action
in contiguous vessels has reached an advanced stage.

Evidence for
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the host origin of the plugging material is the apparent ability of
the bacterium to degrade it partially.

In the black rot disease

the bacteria, which are restricted initially to the xylem vessels of
the ' leaf veins, require a somewhat extended period of multiplication
before they break out from the vessels.
Pseudomonas solanacearum, the causal agent of bacterial wilt of
tomato is initially less strictly confined to the xylem vessels than
either X. campestris or

c.

michiganense.

This pathogen was found

to degrade vessel wall materials to a much lesser extent than the
other two organisms investigated.

Following root inoculations the

bacterium entered only the cells adjacent to and surrounding the large
vessels.

After a period of bacterial multiplication these cells are

stimulated to produce tyloses which balloon out into the adjacent
vessels.

The bacteria then pass into the tyloses.

Subsequently these

disrupt releasing bacteria into the vessels where they multiply
rapidly with concomitant formation of large amounts of extracellular
slime.
The numbers of bacteria and the amount of their seemingly viscid
slime inc+ease to such an extent that in certain regions, particularly
in the root vessels, the bacterial cells become so highly compressed
that they show distortion.

Eventually the lumina of the vessels are

completely filled with masses of bacteria and their slime.
increasing

pressu~e

The

exerted, together with bacterial enzyme action on

the wall materials, cause the vessels to become disrupted and
bacteria to be released into the surrounding tissues where they cause
lysigenous cavities.

A noteworthy feature of this disease is the

diversity of substances which seem to playa role in plugging the ,
invaded vessels.

Perhaps of particular interest in connection with

the wilt mechanism is the occurrence of a thick layer of electrondense material overlying the pit membraries ' between invaded vessels
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or between invaded vessels and adjacent parenchyma cells.

This

material, which is not observed in healthy tissue, could conceivably
prevent lateral movement of water and nutrients from the invaded
vessels thereby causing death of -surrounding xylem parenchyma tissue.
Corynebacterium michiganense like X. campestris, but unlike
solanacearum, is strictly confined to the xylem
stages of pathogenesis.

~essels

during

~

earl~

Of the three pathogens investigated the '

organism responsible for bacterial canker of tomatb appears to be the
most active in host cell wall degradation.

Bacterial action on -the

vessel. wall material results in complete derangement of the wall
structure and eventual disappearance of the primary wall allowing free
movement of bacteria, particularly between contiguous vessels.
Another major difference between C. michiganense and the other
two bacterial pathogens investigated is the apparent ability of this
bacterium to degrade actively the secondary thickening bars in some
vessels.

The amount of general tissue damage is much greater in

bacterial canker than in the other two diseases investigated;

possibly

a reflection of greater enzyme activity by this organism which appears
to possess all the enzymes necessary for complete dissolution of plant
cell walls.

At no stage of pathogenesis did the number of bacteria

in the vessels become as large as that observed in vessels of tomato
plants infected with P. solanacearum.
A noteworthy feature of bacterial canker is the almost complete
absence of vessel plugging that is so
diseases investigated.

charact~ristic

of the other two

Spread of bacteria in the intercellular

spaces of non-conducting tissue occurs earlier and is much more ext ensive in this disease ,than in either black rot or bacterial wilt, and
enables the bacteria to enter the phloem tissues, which are rapidly
destroyed.

C, michig a nense appears to attack mainly the stem

tissues of the host, the vessels l."n the roo t s b"
"
e1.ng l.nvaded
rarely.
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On the other hand P. solanacearum seems to have an affinity for the
root tissue and occurs in much greater numbers in the vessels of the
roots than in the vessels of the stem.
In the course of this study. it became apparent that the wilt
mechanism of the three pathogens differed.

Although a general

wilting of the plant is not a characteristic

sy~ptom

of the black rot

disease of cabbage incited by X. campestris, localized wilting and
water stress are important in lesion development (120).

Results of

the present study indicate that the water stress is due to plugging
of the xylem vessels with bacterial slime or host breakdown products,
or a mixture of both.
Wilting in P. solanacearum-infected tomato plants appears to be
due mainly to occlusion of the vessels, particularly those of the
roots, with masses of bacterial cells and their copious slime .together
with host degradation products.

These observations confirm the

results obtained by Husain and Kelman (51).

Other factors probably

contributing to wilting are the layer of dense material deposited
over the pit membranes in invaded vessels and the occlusion of vessels
by tyloses.
Of the three diseases investigated bacterial canker is the only
one

in which

(i) vessel plugging appears to be of little significance

in the wilt syndrome,

(ii) there is some indication that action of

toxin(s) produced by the pathogen contributes to wilting.

However,

it is evident that · the rapid and almost complete destruction of the
vessel walls and subsequent loss of integrity of the xylem tissue
is the major cause of wilting.
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